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FOREWORD

Probably all of us ho have attempted to teach children to read have been
frustrated in our effortsw hen those students whom we believed could he
helped to improve Ninlply could not he motiv fled to make the effort needed
to succeed. Perhaps we, as teachers, have also been distressed by certain
students w ho saw little clue or usefulness in reading. On the other hand,
we all probably have been pleased with the efforts of those students who
demonstrated an interest in and excitement about reading. Attitudes to-
w ard reading seem to influence how much and h-ow well children read.
Until recently , however, educators have found it difficult to know what to
do about attitudes.

It is one thing to be aware that reading attitudes are important. To
understand in w hat ways attitudes ;iffeet reading instruction is quite
another matter, and to build strategies for dealing with attitudes becomes
even more complex. Do attitudes have -a greater impact on some types of
children? Do certain conditions foster more positive attitudes? What can a
teacher do to build better attitudes? These and similar questions continue to
be difficult to ansyv cr.

The authors of this text have rev iewed the research related to reading
attitudes and ha e carefully explained its implications: they have presented
in detail the various tools and techniques available for assessing attitudes:
they have given extensive explanationS and examples of teaching strate-
gies' for building and maintaining healthy reading attitudes: and they have
supplied a checklist which deserves to be on every teacher's desk. By
putting all of these components into this one publication, the authors have
made a significant contribution to- the teaching of reading.

At a time w hen so much emphasis is being pla&d on the cognitive
components of reading, this affective teaching tool is greatly needed.
Attitudes and Reading, like the other titles in the International Reading
Association's Reading Aids Series, should become a valuable aid to
classroom teachers. In their discussion. 'Alexander and Filler give appro-
priate ricognition to the affective components of reading instruction and
they offer teachers suggestions for -what to do about attitudes, This volume
is a welcome addition to IRA's publications program.

IVAN Qt.:AND-I
U Temple University
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Reading has been defined by Roheek and Wilson (2) as a "process of
translating signs and symbols into meanings and incorporating new mean-
ings into existing cognitive and affective syStemS." According to the
definition, the reading act involves more than cognitive skills. A more
intangible affective component:--attitudesis also '-ivolved.

Attitudes have been defined in various ways. In this monograph, at-
titudes Mo ill he considered to consist of a system of feelings related to
reading which causes the learner to approach or avoid a reading situation.
A learner's attitudes may vary with his personal predispositions and may he
affected in unique ways by variables within the learner and his environment.

Perhaps at no other time in history have reading teachers been as knoWl-
edgeable concerning methods, strategies, and the skills necessary for effec-
tive classroom instruction in reading. In many schools today, three skills
components receive the major portion of the time and effort devoted to
reading instruction: word attack skills, comprehension skills, and study
skills. While these cognitive skills are highly important, an affective
component attitudes -is also important. Although research suggests
that attitudes tend to he "unique, personal, and highly unpredictable''
(3 ), there is little disagreement relative to the importance of positive atti-
tudes in assuring maximal success with reading. Wilson and Hall (4)
state that a positive attitude is "essential for successful mastery of the
printed page.'' Yet, this aspect of the reading process has generally not
receked the attention it deserves (I ).

The intent of this monograph is to help teachers consciously focus on
positive attitude development and maintenance. There are three major pur-
poses:

1, to identify variables that correlate with attitude formation and
maintenance;

to provide suggestions for assessing attitudes more consciously and
objectively; and

to suggest teacher and parent behaviors, instructional strategies, and
organizational patterns which may lead some learners to more posi-
tive attitudes toward reading.

3.
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the chapter which follows cites selected research data and theoretical
positions relative to important correlates of positive attitude development
and maintenance. Presented are the relationship between attitudes and
achievement, the importance of an adequate self-concept, the effects of
personal characteristics in the fearner, and the effects that the learner's
environment thtnne and school) may have on attitude formation.

Chapter 3 suggests informal techniques for assessing attitudes,- includes
intormation relative to construction and interpretation of assessment instm-
ments. and presents sample items when appropriate. In addition, insights
relative to kinds of items to sample, was to administer to insure maximal
honesty. cautions in interpretation. and ways to cheek validity and reliabil-
ity are suggested. Also included are attitude scales for grades one through
three and for grades four through six.

Chapter 4 focuses on ways to assist some students in developing and
maintaining appropriate attitudes toward reading. -File discussion stresses
the importance. of an adequate self- concept, teacher characteristics and
beim\ iors tvliiclt way develop lavorable attitudes in learners, and in-
structional strategies and classroom organuation patterns found to he
helplul in the past. Suggestions about ways of working with parents are
also included.

.. Chapter . summarires the discussion and provides a checklist of be-
hav ion and practices that should help the teacher develop and maintain
positive attitudes.

Appendix pros ides an annotated list of selected attitude assessment
instruments and includes information on type, uses, interpretation. reliabil,
its, ind

Since interests are closely associated with attitude development.
Appendix 13 lists several relevant studies which describe student interests
from preschool level through the college/adult
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Chapter 2

THE CORRELATES OF ATTITUDE DEVELOPMENT
AND MAINTENANCE

Research on attitude development and maintenance is still in its infancy. A
literature search revea'ed only a limited number of studies that specifically
focused on attitudes toward reading. A beginningtas been made, however,
and a number of variables thought to be associated with attitudes have been
investigated. These include: achievement, self-concept, parents and the
home environment, the teacher and classroom environment, instructional
practices and special programs, sex, test intelligence, socioeconomic status,
and student interests.

This chapter presents a review of selected studies* and positions of
reading authorities dealing with these variables. Two cautions for the reader
seem appropriate. First, the results of many of the studies are based on
correlational data which does not suggest a cause or effect relationship
merely that one variable has been found present with (or absent from)
another variable. Second, the variables do not necessarily function indepen-
dently, but their interrelationships have not been established,

Achievement
Relatively little research has been done on the relationship between

attitudes 'toward reading and achievement in reading. A limited amount of
information is available, however. In some studies, evidence suggests that
relationships are sometimes found between higher achievement and more
positive attitudes. For example, Ransbury's study (32) showed that fifth and
sixth grade children attributed their attitudes toward reading mainly to their
ability to read. In this study, the 60 children, their teachers, and their parents
were asked to indicate those factors which had affected "the children's
attitudes toward reading.

The relationships between attitudes toward recreational reading and
achievement, sex, and grade placement were investigated by Askov and
Fishbach (2 ). The subjects were 75 students in grade .id 95 students in

*A complete description of each study is generally given the first time the study is cited. In
subsequent citations. the reader is referred to the pages where the full descriptions appear.
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grade three. The assessment instruments were Askov's PRIMARY PUPIL
RE Ant NG Aril [um. INVENTORY and the Paragraph Meaning and Word
Reading subtests of the STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TESTS. The data indi-
cated that attitude, were positively related to Paragraph Meaning subtest
scores but not to the Word Reading subtest scores (with effects of sex, grade,
and grade by sex interaction controlled). The researchers stated that since

the Paragraph Meaning subtest assesses the global reading process while
the Word Reading subtest primarily measures vocabulary, a favorable at-
titude toward recreational reading might indeed be associated with good
readers \\ ho have few comprehension difficulties." They further Awed that
perhaps the efforts of the school should he focused on the improvement of
reading skills and achievement since attitudes become more positive with
improved achievement: and suggested that programs which focus on at-
titudes may he misplacing their efforts.

Students may improve concurrently in achievement and attitudes. An
e ( / ) of the Communication Skills Center Project (USC), for
educationally disadvantaged children in graues four through twelve in
selected Detroit public and nonpublic. schools, revealed that "Means of
gains in reading by csc pupils at all school levels were greater than would be
expected for normal-achieving pupils." Students improved in attitudes,
according to statements from classroom teachers.

Attitudes may, also affect achievement. Groff (/4) hypothesized that there
would he a positive relationship between the expressed attitudes of fifth and
sixth grade students tow ard four content-type materials and their critical
reading scores. Critical reading scores were obtained from a multiple choice
test constructed by the reseacher. The measure of attitudes toward the four
content area types (hog's sport stories, girl's mild adventure stories, airplane
or flying stories, and manners or social relations stories) was obtained from a
combination of scores from a modified form of Thorndike's FICTITIOUS
AN +0 ArrI Tfrt.Ls QUESTIONNAIRE and scores from a numerical rank-
ing gii,en to the four types of material read. The 305 children were arranged
into three groups according to scores made on each of the variables tested.
Groff concluded that the hypotheses secured to be borne out. The correla-
tions between attitudes tow ard content types of materials and critical reading
scores were all significant. In summary, the investigator suggested that "the
reading comprehension of an indis idual child as he reads is influenced to a
degree by his attitude toward content type of material being read."

The effects of attitude change may produce achievement gains, and more
reading mer a period of time. A longitudinal study of the effects on
achievement of changing attitudes toward reading was conducted by Healy
t/v i. The study :is- a follow up of an earlier study ( /8) in which it Was found
that attitudes of fifth graders toward reading could be changed in an experi-
mental setting t see page I W. In assessing the same subjects at the junior high

4



school level, achievement was measured by the CALIFORNIA ACTIIEVE-
MEN1 TESTS, and attitudes were measured by/the numhel of hooks read. A
significant difference was found between those students who had been in the
experimental setting in the fifth grade (kind whose attitudes had been
changed) and paired control students who had not been in the fifth grade
experimental situation. The researcher concluded that changing "the at-
titude of children toward reading at the fifth grade level appears to increase
achievement and encourage more reading." Positive attitudes are not neces-
sarily maintained over time, however. In Johnson's study (22), it was
reported that "children in the lower grades indicated Netter attitudes toward
reading than ,hildren in each successively higher grade tested.-

Some research has show n no significant relationship between achieve-
ment and attitudes: For example, Greenberg and others (!3) did not find
more favorable attitudes among good readers than among, poor readers in
their study of 1 15 black, fourth grade children from "a severely depressed
urban area The assessment instruments were the ME IROPOI.ITIAN PRI-
MAR \ READING TES t and a seniantic differential instrument developed by
the investigators to measure attitudes. In discussing their findings, the
researchers stated that the inconsistent findings between their study and
other studies which have found relationships may have resulted from the
type of criterion instruments used, the nature of the setting, and the composi-
tion of the group.

An evaluation of a Right to Read program conducted by Bernstein
in the Mamaroneck. New York, Public Schools showed no relation-

ship between improved archieseinent and attitudes. Children were chosen
for the special program on the basis of low or discrepant scores on test;
and on a ssiilingness to participate. Criterion instruments were the
ME. TROPOI tirtAN A. HIFVEMFN I TESTS (comprehension section), the
NIANLARONEcK READING A FFIT UDE AND INTEREST' INVENTORY, and
qualitative data. The results of the one year study indicated that the reading
comprehension level Was raised (with the exception of one group). There
W as no 'measurable change in attitudes. It was said that teachers were not
enthusiastic about the program [which could have affected pupil attitudes
authors' note].

Sonic valuable insights for teachers into possible relationships that may
exist between attitudes and achievement may he obtained from these studies:

. Some children may perceive that their ability to read is responsible for
their attitude, thus making reading improvement programs a high prior-
ity for some underachievers.

The attitudes of the reader toward the material mas affect his level of
comprehension of that material,

V
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The do. elopment of more fat orable attitudes may xesult, for some
students, in increased achiek einem and more reading that may he
maintained ok en time

4 I-or some students, a positive attitude toward reading in the low,m- grades
may not he self-maintaining and may lessen over time. Attention to
attitude des elopm,nt and maintenance is important at all levels.

lthough relationships are sot netimes found between achievement and
attituAties, there is not always a positive correlation between high
achievement and favorable attitudes.

Self-Concept

Silt ,concept mat he di...tined as an indikkillid.s perception of hin.Keli: that
w hat he believes he k. This self-perception is said to determine hots the

indif 'dual trill betake (27 ). There is not much research which has intesti-
, gated the relationship between self- concept and attitudes tow ard reading. In
one study . Koko 16 and Matthews (24 ), sought to determine Whetkr a
school program of cross-age tutoring and counseling could improve a stu-
dent's self-image. change his attitude toward learning, and increase his
reading skills. In this study, sixth grade students who were poor readers and
\\.111 were thought by teachers to have poor self-images were used to tutor
tirst grade children who were experiencing difficulty and frustration with
reading. Data on the self-concepts of the sixth grade boys obtained from the

A13 scale and the 101 A SELF INVENTORY SCALE indicated that their
self-images had improt ed. The teachers noted that misbehaviors decreased.
the boys' reading achievement, as measured by the GATES READING

SI MI Y. improved. Teachers voted improvement in their first grade chil-
dren, both in 'attitude toward school and in reading.

'fhe research base relative to the importance of this variable to reading has
been largely related to achievement. According to Quandt (30). the evidence
is strong and indicates that there is a positive correlation between levels of
reading achievement and levels of self-cOncept. In Sell-Concept and Read-

q. Quandt discusses more fully the research base relating self-concept to
reading achievement. He state. s that the factors that correlate highly with
self - concept deteiopment in relationship to reading achievement have been
fairly well determined. The authors beliete that an understanding of these
correlates is important since it is possible that there may he interactions
amonl.; achievement, self-concept, and attitudes toward reading, These
correlates are
1. Past everiences. A low self-concept malv he caused by the child's poor

aluation of his. reading performance in- by the evaluations of those
individuals whom he likes, such as parents. peers, and/or teachers.

6
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n,. .y learner w ho feels that he may not be successful in the
yes ot indi (duals important to him may attempt to avoid the reading

act. He may use such avoidance behaviors as disinterest in or hatred of
reading, apparent lack of Mort, or refusal to read.

e t,.ncept re ,n.ement. the learner may reinforce his own self-
,...,ncept. It he helloes he w ill not succeed in reading because of some
prey ions experience, he actually may not succeed.

Sprraiwei,)ro,e.s. Because ot his self-concept, the reader may become
progressively better or poorer with reading. Success generally leads to
gi eater effort: failure tends to cause less effort, which results in progres-
siol,t* poorer performance as the learner advances in school.

o Parents and the Home Environment

Carter and McGinnis (5) state that the interests, attitudes, and points of
iew of the Indik ideal have their origin in the environment.- This statement

is supported by a study done by Ransbury ($2) who asked 60 fifth and sixth
;rade children, their parents, and their classroom teachers to state any
ta...tors which had influenced the children's reading attitudes (see page 3).
I-he results showed that the respondents believed that parents greatly influ-
enced the children's reading attitudes.

Hansen (M) investigated the impact of the home literacy environment on
reading attitude. the studs involved fourth graders in a mid-Wisconsin
community, which included urban, suburban, and rural characteristics. An
attitude assessment instrument, devised by the investigator, was adminis-
tered to the total fourth grade population. The students chosen for analysis
included the 12 ho s and the 12 girls w ith the most positive attitudes and the
12 hogs and the 12 girls with the least positive attitudes. One factor that
correlated highly w ith positive attitudes was the role of the parent in being
involved with the child's reading activities, including "working with
homework, encouraging. helping select, and discussing his reading: reading
to him: asssi:ting in looking things up in dictionaries and encyclopedias; and
setting reading goals Merely providing reading materials and pro-
viding a good model as a reading parent did not result in high correlations
with student attitude's. Hansen suggested that it is not necessary for parents
themselves to he as id readers, but that parent, action in terms of personal or
status- charlicteristics is important.

One purpose of a study by Seigler and Gynther was to determine
whether, w ith respect to attitudes toward their children, parents of children
who were experiencing difficulty with reading differed from parents of
children without such difficulties. The researchers studied parents of 10
elementary school children diagnosed as reading disability cases and parents
of 1 childre classified as average students. Results from the use of Leary's

7



Ps: t i KPt R*,;(s. U ('tit t KI is I indicated that parents of the poor readers
used derogatory or 'ritical language in describing their children more fre-
quently than did parents of good readers; thi,i parents of poor readers more
trC111.:11th% described their children as aggressive, distrustful, or despondent;
that 1.0nily harmony Jilt ered between the two groups in that parents of poor
readers disagreed in their descriptions of their children; and that the parents
of the poor readers des :Mimed the personalities of their children more often
than did parents of stood readers. NA, hether the reading disability caused the
onfli,:t 4 it w lb:tiler the conflict caused the disability was not clear.

Some rlarcnts have been found to exhibit more negative attitudes toward
their children after they developed reading probleim. Preston's study (29),
tor exaniple. indicated that parents expressed intolerance toward reading

failure. she stated that parents described their attitudes in terms of anxiety,
despair, annoy .,inger, disgust, mortification, and desperation and

fa ed the hlatiie on the child in the majority of cases. She hypothesized
that the maladjustment of the children \Nith] increase as the parent made
derogatory remarks ,about the child reproached him, and/or denied him

111 an ett,lrf h h !CI to Ins reading failure.
It seems that parents and the home ens ironment may have an effect on the

.reading attitudes of some students. In some instances, an educational pro-
,I,1111 tor patents, designed to Make them aware of the possible effects of
their hehas iors and attitudes, may he necessary before the school can
ctlectively improve attitudes

The Teacher and Classroom Atmosphere
13,,th the teacher t ss hat he is and ss hat he (lies) and the general atmosphere

of the classiuuomu may have effects on positive attitude development and
maintenance. Little research specifieally focuses on the relationship he-

e.'n teacher attitudes:itow ard himself, learners, and/or reading) and stu-

:km attitudes tow and reading. .Attitudes of teachers are considered impor-
tant, however. For example, Combs t,ti 1 found that a teacher's attitude

tow ard'himself is as important In making hint a successful teacher as his

.instructional, practices are. In commenting on Combs work, Quick (311
stated that a teacher's attitude toward himself can promote either a positive
or a negatis e classroom atmosphere.

It is important to note that teachers may find in learners what they expect

to find. Paiardy I sought to determine whether teacher beliefs about the

probable success of first grade boys had any significant effect on reading
achieVement. Five teachers who believed that boys would he less successful
than girls in learning to read were matched ss ith five teachers who believed
that hoys kkliald he as successful as girls. The results showed that boys were,
indeed, less successful in the classrooms of teachers who believed they
would he less successful than girls. Conversely the data also revealed that

3
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tit)), s were as successful as were girls in the classrooms in which teachers felt
that hogs would he successful. The same mik, he as true for attitudes as for
achievement authors' note.]

lite Meets teachers have on learners may result not Only from overt
beha ior but from more subtle features of instruction. According to
Rosenthal and Jacobson 03), the teacher's "tone of voice, facial expres-
sion, touch, and posture may he the means by which---probably, quite
unw n01)1:fly --she communicates her expectations to the pupils."

In Ransbury's stud ), however, the teacher was not seen as an
ii,portant factor in attitude formation (See page 3). The findings indicated
that parents, teachers, and children'did not consider teacher influence as a
factor of consequence in contributing to reading attitude development. The
researcher suggested the possibility' that the findings may have resulted from
the expectation that it is thehome that provides the impetus to head, while the
schools main task is to pros ide the place in which children learn do read.

Classroom atmosphereincluding pleasant surroundings, a cooperative
spirit w ithin the group, adequate and appropriate materials, and an organized
study plan- is considered important by Clew orth (7) in attitude formation,
e'er), little research has been directed tot 'arc' the relationship between
classroom atmosphere and reading attitudes. Healy (18) examined two
heterogeneous grimps of fifth graders, representing all socioeconomic
levels. Attitudes were assessed through discussion, sociodrama, paintings,
creative writing, and questionnaires. Case history, techniques were used to
evaluate the initial reading experiences for these students. The author con-
cluded that a large proportion of the fifth graders who had poor attitude
toward reading had been in initial classroom environments where they had
been forced to learn to read.

Carver th ) tested the hypothesis that improvement, following remedia-
tion, is due more to the ehild's internal motivation than to the teaching
method employed. His subjects were 32 severely retarded readers -in a large
Ontario school. The children were randomly arranged into 3 groups 01. 4
children each. The niethi\ds foeused on letter-sound associations, oral
lammage-discussion, sensorimotor activities, and a reading workbook
series. In each method, the teacher attempted to rrovide a warm,
triendl and approving atmosphere regardless of the child's destruc-
tk, e hehas ior or lack of ability At the end of the seven month experiment.

\\ as concluded that the remediation programs were effeetke for the
children in the stud\,. The researcher suggested that the group atmosphere
and -appro at had- altered the children's attitudes and motk ations for
learnim.!

In discussing self-concept, Quandt (30) suggests that it should he remem-
bered that the comments and actions of children are also important aspects of
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classroom atmosphere. A generally desirable atmosphere is one in which
learners are accepting of one another and in which a group spirit prevails.

It seems that what the teacher is and what he does may affect the classroom
environment and the attitudes of his students. Kemper (23) believes that a
number of specific things a teacher can do may cad to more favorable
attitudes; it summary- of Kemper's suggestions follows:

1 Being aware of children's attitudes toward certain aspects of reading,
thereby planning reading activities toward 'which students are more
favorably inclined.

2. Using reading materials in which students can succeed.
3. Using materials rt!lated to the interests and needs of the student's norm

group.

4 Providing situations where the usefulness of reading is apparent,
such as requiring certain reading for completion or for participation
in an interesting project.

5. Demonstrating a personal value of reading by practicing it orally or
silently so that students can observe the teacher's high regard for the
activity.

t). Providing for recreational reading.

7. Using reading material found in the student's everyday world.
X. Encouraging parents to improve their child's attitude toward reading by

reading to him, providing him with reading materials, and setting an
example by becoming a reading parent.
Avoiding the use of reading as punishment.

U. Using bibliotherapy, , i.e., guiding children to read hooks in which they
encounter problems and people relating to their own workls.

I I. Being very enthusiastic when teaching reading.

12. Being positiv e in the teaching approachemphasizing existing abilities
rather than frequently referring to the errors and inadequacies of the
child.

Instructional Practices and Special Programs

Although several studies have investigated changes in attitudes toward
reading when special programs andlor practices were used, results are not
definitive. The following studies are illustrative.

Healy t/S) found that attitudes of ten-year-olds toward reading can he
chlinged by utilizing certain instructional practices. The children were from
upper middle-class environments. Several instructional practices were tried.
Attitudes were assessed through_observation, questionnaires, and responses
to hooks and magazines. The plan most conducive to positive attitude
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change was one in which children were allowed to "choose reading groups
according to interests and selM reading materials from a wide variety . .

of materials. Rigid ability grouping was the practice found to he least
conducts c to attitude change. The ins estigator suggested that combinations
of small group instruction may he the most promising practices to use

In an ether study it was also found that ability grouping may be a negative
practice. In one aspect of this study , Les enson (2h) compared the attitudes of
3m sixth graders from "high'' reading groups ss ith 30 sixth graders from
"low" reading groups. Attitudes were measured by the SAN DIE(i0
CM 'N IN" INVI: N 1012Y 01. REA DIN(i A LTITUDE. Significant differences in
attitudes tow ard reading were found between thL two groups. The researcher
suggested that ability grouping may reinforce negative attitudes toward
reading and cited the need to consider more individualized and personalized
ipproaches to the teaching of reading.

The effect of an indis idualized reading program on achievement and
attitudes toward reading ss as investigated by Gurney (15). The special
program w as an SR\ individualized reading kit, which was used by one
fourth grade class for a I-1 week period. Matched pairing was used in
selecting a control group from other fourth grades in the building. The pupils
in the experimental' group tended to show more positive attitudes toward
reading as measured by the Rt, A1-1-1 D E. SURVEY. There were no
signifieant differences in achievement. The researcher observed that the
experimental class .1,ness they were the only group using the SRA materials
and seemed proud of this circumstance. He suggested that they may have
responded to the second administration of the attitude scale in a manner
ss hich they belies ed to he appropriate to their special "status" in the school.

l3ullen (4 ) sought to determine whether more positive attitudes could be
des eloped in children who, because of economic and cultural factors, had
had limited experiences with hooks. She used 3 control and 3 experimental
classrooms at each grade les el from one through five. A "hooks exposure
program, in which solunteers visited the experimental classrooms and
attempted to arouse or strengthen interest in hooks, was used to supplement
the basal reading program. 13ullen stated that the special program positively
affected the attitudes of the experimental group as measured by an instru-
ment'designed by the investigator.

In conjunction ss ith a teacher inservice training program, Askov (1)
investigated the effects of the Wisconsin Prototypic_ System of Reading Skill
Des elopinent on achievement and attitudes toward reading as'a recreational
actin ity. Students in grades two and three were used. The attitude assessment

instrument vs as project-constructed. At the end of the one year experiment',
no differences were found in achievement, while attitudes were found to he
significantly higher only ior the experimental group in one of the two schools
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used. Asko), stated that it "cannot he concluded, therefore, that the experi-
mental treatment w as especially beneficial, in terms of positive attitudes
towatd tecreational reading, .for either a particular grade or a particular
achievement group.'' An implication of the study was that more than one
year ma be required to significantly affect student variables such as at-
titudes.

Lamb (25 ) incstigated the effectiveness of a language experience pro-

cram for beginning reading on the attitudes and achievement of culturally
different students. Five teachers used the langtiage experience approach, and
Ike control teachers continued to use a modification of the basal reading
series used in the schools. An adaptation of Askov's PRIMARY PUPIL

.DIN(, INVENTORY . as used to assess attitudes. No significant differ-
ences were found between the two groups in either attitude toward reading or
in achievement.

A study by Johns and Read (21 ) explored whether there Were any differ-
ences between mnercity and suburban student attitudes toward a specific
instructional practicereading to children. Four hundred students in grades
ti),e and sit were used. Suburban children responded more positively to the
instructional 'strategy than did innercity children. Johns and Read explained
that this difference may he attributed to the teachers, the students, or a
combination of both and suggested that perhaps othr factors, such as skill in
oral reading on the part of the teacher and the interest level of the material
chosen, may have been influences.

It seems that the effects of instructional practices and special programs
can, but do not ikcessarily, affect attitudes (37). Interactions may occur with
other variables. such us the teacher and the classroom atmosphere. [The
teacher and his enthusiasm for a given practice or program may often be the
key ingredient in he effectiveness. of a special program and in attitude
change- authors' note.]

Sex

There is a limited amount of information available on the relationship
between set and attitudes. Some research has suggested that, in general,
girls may have more favorable attitudes toward reading than do boys. In a
study reported earlier (see page 71, Hansen (16) found that, when measured
by the investigator-designed assessment device, girls showed a significantly
higher reading attitude than did boys. He suggested that the differences in the
types of early childhood activities in which the boys and girls engaged may
have accounted for the difference.

Askov and Fischbach (2) also found that girls had more positive at-
titudes toward reading than did boys (see page 3). Their findings indi-
cated that in both grades one and three mean attitude scores for girls were
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significantly, higher than for boys, both before and after statistically re-
moving the effects of achievement. They suggested that this difference
may he in line with role expectations for boys and girls in our culture.

A study. by Greenberg and others (/3 ). ')f 115 black fourth grade
childreal in a deprived urban area, did not support the idea that girls have
more tavorable attitudes toward reading than do hogs (see page 5). One of
the concepts included in the semantic differential instrument used to assess
attitudes 11as Reading . The results from the rating of the concept Reading
showed that the boys had assigned higher potency ratings to this concept
than had the girls. There was an interaction between sex and achievement,
however. The loss achies ing boys gave higher potency ratings to Reading
than did higher achieving boy s. 'File researchers suggested that the low
achiev ep, may have been less able to express critical attitudes and may
have expressed more favorable feelings to concepts that had a high social
salve.

Denny and Weintraub i v ) asked I I I midwestern rural first graders in
three school s\ stems (which represented rural, suburban, and large city
env ironments ) sshether they wanted to learn to read. Responses were
divided into seven categories, one of which %.1as ,VeCtive-era/Uationa/.
No noticeable differences %Acre found between boys and girls on the
inlet:nye category.

Teachers should he cautioned not to assume that girls will necessarily
has e more positive attitudes toward reading than will boys.

Intelligence
. It is felt by some teachers that the higher the intellectual level of the
learner. the more positive his attitudes toward reading (30). The few
research studies available in this area do not seem to support this position.
Hansen' s study ( /6) of fourth graders. for example, indicated that although
test intelligence Was directly related to reading test achievement it was not
a valid predictor of reading attitude (see page 71.

One aspect of a study conducted by Groff (/-I) was the relitionship
between critical reading scores and attitudes expressed toward reading (see
page 4). The 305 fifth and sixth grade children were described as'average
in terms of thenr test intelligence, reading ability, and socioeconomic
status. Negligible relationships were found between intelligence as mea-
sured by the Kul-HA:1/4N N-AN DEMON INTELLIGENCE TEST and at-
titudes as measured by Remmers' SCAI E TOR MEASURING ATTITUDE;
TOWARD ANY SCHOOL SUBJECT.

Perhaps teachers should not assume that more intelligent students will
necessarily have more positive attitudes toward reading than will less
intelligent students.
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Socioeconomic Status

It is often assumed that students from lower socioeconomic classes will
hake more negative attitudes toward reading than those-from higher levels
(20) The research which has focused specifically on these two variables
does not indicate that this assumption is necessarily true. In the studies
which assess socioeconomic status, the indicators generally used in deter-
mining social class are father's occupation, father's education, family
income. source of income, type of housing, type of neighborhood, or a
combination of two or more of these characteristics.

The relationship between socioeconomic class and attitudes expressed
toward reading as a school activity was one aspect of a study of 305 fifth
and sixth graders conducted by Groff ( /4) and reported earlier (see page
4t. Socioeconomic status was measured by Warner's INDEX OF STATUS
CH ARAN RI STK S. Attitudes toward reading as a school activity were
obtained from a modification of Remmers' SCALE FOR MEASURING
Arrirt 'DL TOWARD ANY SCHOOL. SUBJECT. Results indicated that
there was a negligible relationship between socioeconomic status and the
attitudes measured.

One hypothesis of Hansen's study (16) of the influence .of the home
literacy environment on a child's independent reading.attitudes was that
the relationship between reading attitudes and a measure of the home
literacy enk ironment would he greater than the relationship of the child'-
reading attitudes and his parents' socioe'onomic status (see page 7). In
testing this hypothesis, tw o indicants of social class statusfather's occu-
pation and father's education-- showed no significant relationship to the
attitude scores among the fourth graders tested.

Filler (12) investigated the relationships among readin attitudes, read-
ing achievement, and socioeconomic status. Achievement was measured
by the ST.NNFoRD Atli( EXTM [NT TESTS. and socioeconomic status was
determined by selecting two elementary schools that were receiving Title I
federal aid and tWo that were not. Attitudes toward reading were measured
by the Es fus REA DIN(..; A t fir [Tin SCALE. The 177 fifth grade students
used in the study were selected at random from the four schools. The
results of the study were not conclusive; however, there were observable
trends. Some evidence indicated that there was no appreciable difference
between the attitudes of students from the two socioeconomic levels at
green achievement stanine

Heimberger (2.0 measured attitudes toward reading of 1,093 students
from three income levels---lower, middle, and upper. The assessment
instrument for measuring attitudes was Sartain's READING ATTITUDES
IN VE N TORY. The norms for the three socioeconomic levels did not vary
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significantly . The researcher concluded that the general opinion that chil-
dren from lower socioeeonomic.levels have poorer attitudes than students
from upper levels was not true for this sample.

Teachers are cautioned against accepting the belief that students from
lower socioeconomic levels will necessarily have more negative attitudes
toward reading than students from higher levels.

Student Interest8
Many reading authorities believe that interests (what a student likes to

read) and attitudes (how the student fjeis about reading) are closely
related. There are differences of opinion about the exact nature of this
relationship. Spache (36) feels that the most important single influence on
attitudes toward reading is the studenCs interests. Another -reading
specialist, Clew orth .(7), states that irterest depends on attitudes and
attitudes imply interests," and adds that "they must develop simultane-.
ously." Harris and Sipay (/ disagree somewhat with this position when
they. state that "Attitudes do not necessarily entail interegt, but interest
does involve an attitude."

Eller a /O) v levy's reading interests as a function of the law of effect and
states that many American children and adults have learned their lack of
interest in reading. He feels that when students are rewarded through their
'reading, they will tend to read more in the future. On the other hand, if they
are umewarded or punished by reading, they will be less likely to read. In
discussing the relationship of interests and attitudes, Eller states that
"Presumably any time a student receives satisfaction from reading, his
atti tude toward reading matter in general and toward the teacher who led
him to the particular satisfying reading matter becomes more favorable by
some amount, however small."

'There is not much research on the nature of the relationship between
attitudes and interests, but a beginning has been made. One purpose of a
study conducted by Sail's (34) wads to determine whether a relationship
existed between attitudes and recreatiowal reading habits. In this study,
sn5 sixth graders were tested. The criterion measures were an attitude
scale and the number of hooks read for recreational purposes during one
semester, The results shoWed that there was ,a significant relationship
between pupil scores on an attitude scale and the number of hooks read.

Interests are said to be related to variables such as age, sex, intelligence,
teacher attitudes, socioeconomic status. motives for reading, and en-
vironmental influences (361. These variables should he carefully studied
by teachers since interests may play a vital role in attitude development.
For assistance in understanding the variables which correlate with reading

interests, see Chapter I of George D. Spache's Good Reading for Poor
ReaderA, ninth edition, published by Garrard, Champaign, Illinois, 1974.)

)
"s
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It is beyond the scope of this monograph to delye into specific research
related to student interests. A list of references which evaluate student
interests at various age/grade levels is included in Appendix B. The teacher
is encouraged to familiarize himself with these studies in order to he better
able to utilize student interests in attitude development and maintenance.

Summary
Only a limited number of studies deal with variables that are associated

ith attitude development and maintenance; however, some attention has
been given to a number of variables. These include achievement, self-
concept, parents and the home environment, the teacher and classroom
atmosphere, instructional practices and special programs, sex, test intelli-
gence. socioeconomic status, and student interests.

Since the limited number of studies available are based mostly on
correlational data and since some of the findings are contradictory, valid.
;.teneralizations are difficult to make. In some instances, relationships have
been found between achievement levels and attitudes; however, there is
not always a positive correlation between high achievement and favorable
attitudes.

It appears that certain instructional practices and special programs can,
but do not necessarily, lead to improved attitudes. In addition; there is
some basis for feeling that student self-concept and interests and the
attitudes and behaviors of parents and teachers may affect attitudes toward
reading.

A few beliefs held by some individuals do not seem to he warranted.
These include the beliefs that girls have more favorable attitudes toward
reading than do boys, that more intelligent students have more positive
attitudes. and that students from lower socioeconomic classes have more
negative ,attitudes than do those who come from higher levels.
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Chapter 3

ASSESSING ATTITUDES

Today's teacher of wading cannot afford to ignore the attitudes of his
students since attitudes often are important in the acquisition of reading
skills and in the continued use of reading for information and recreation.
The authors recognize that, at times, many good teachers assess attitAes
intuitively and pretty much unconsciously. This chapter is designed for the
educator ( teacher and/or researcher) who wishes assistance in assessing
attitudes more consciously and objectively.

Whether attitudes can he assessed objectively is a moot question. Con-
terns expr:ssed by teachers include: What types of assessment instrunfents
are best? What are appropriate behaviorS to he sampled? What do the
results mean and how should they be used?

Until recently, little has4 been available to help teachers assess attitudes.
Presented in this chapter are seven informal techniques for teachers:
observation, interviews, questionnaires, incomplete sentences, pairing.
summated rating scales, and the semantic differential:' Suggestions are
given for construction and interpretation, and sample items are included
w hen appropriate. Then, information is provie J on types of items to
include in attitude scales, cautions in interpretation, ways to increase the
accuracy of responses, ways to determine, validity and reliability, and
record keeping.

Two attitude scales with established validity and reliability are in-
cluded. These scales, developed by Heathington (2), are appropriate for
grades one through three and four through six:

Informal Assessment Techniques
Before devising an assessment for use, the teacher may wish to study an

instrument that has been used previously. Appendix A provides an anno-
tated listing of selected instruments of the types discussed. The listing
includes information (when know n) on validity, reliability, uses, and

Observation
Teacher observation is one of the most valuable ways to assess attitudes.

The behaviors to he observed should, in the main; he determined in



Sid ante since the pressures of time during a crowded school day may cause

the tcAber to tail to note significant information.

Signiticom hohav iors are otten best observed in informal, nonstructured
situations f he teachers should listen to children at play, at lunch, and in

tiser,.ttrons ssith peers. Observations of library, habits and of indepen-
dent reading-work habits in the classroom are also important.

\ checklist often is helpful to guiding the observation process. Specific
examples' ot behav iors w ill depend on the needs of the teacher and the
sc hool situation. Both positive and negative indicators should he included.

ample, of indicators include:

Reads in spare time in the classroom.

Gies to the library voluntarily.
Talks about hooks with other children.

Leases reading tasks until the last minute.

file observation technique is time consuming since it is necessary to
i+hserve students over a period of a ,few weeks in order to assure accuracy.
l'hus. record keeping is essential: Anecdotal records (discussed later) are
appropriate tools to use for summariiing the data gathered.

FA:1-v Mort should he made during the observation process to avoid
preconceived ideas. Some observers tend to see what they wish or expect
to see t htly significant behaviors, that repeatedly occur throughout the

ob;ery anon period, should he permanently recorded.

t,:\ scale may he des iced on ss hich to rate the occurrence of positive or
negative indicators and may include the following categories: Always,

tcn. Sometimes. Seldom, and Never. A value of five may be assigned to
the most positive category with decreasing values to each of the other
categories. -Ilus. a summation of scores is possible, perniitting pre and
/,,lst comparisons of attitude change.

Observation is a valuable technique at any age/grade level. It is a particu-

larly appropria technique for prereaders and nonreaders since no reading or
ss ruing on th ',''part of the student is involved in the assessment. Examples of

sigiuth. ant I ,6hav ior: might he revealed through these questions:

Does the reader look at books?

Does he like the teacher to read to him?

Docs he bring hooks from home for the teacher to see or read?

Is he inattentive when the teacher reads to him?

In addition tO.' being saleable in pre/post situations, the observation
technique is helpful in pros iding information useful in selecting materials
and in planning the instructional strategies.
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Interviews

The attitude interview is usually- a structured situation in which the
questions tip he asked are determined in advance and arranged in categories.
The number of questions used will depend on the age of the student and on
the behaviors the teacher wishes to sample.

When beginning the interview situation, it is helpful to ask questions
which are not related to reading so,the child May adjust to the interview and
feel more at ease in responding. It is also helpful to ask questions in an area
other than reading in w hick the student is successful and toward which he is
assumed to have. a positive attitude. Thus, he may he more likely to respond
negatively to reading questions if he has negative attitudes. It may also be
desirable, at times, to ask questions that have little or no significance relative
to attitudes. in general, in order to mask the intent of,the interview situation.
Laswell's inter, iew techniques t3 illustrate the above points of I may be
used as a model for the teacher to follow (see appendix Al.

Questionnaires

The questionnair& is one of the most direct methods of determining
attitudes toward reading. In this technique, students respond directly to
spo'cific questions, orally or in writing. The number of questions usually
ranges from 10 to 25 Examples if appropriate questions are:

Why don't you read more on weekends?

What are your favorite school activities?

A variation might require students to respond with yes /no answers .to
questions. or statements. Some examples are:

Do you like to read?
Do you use the library frequently?
Do you read in your spare time in school?

The questionnaire is quicker and easier than the interview or the observa-
tion techniques. It is valuable for whole class evaluations in securing
information for program planning. Another advantage is that special areas of
concern or ,pedal programmatic iireas may he easily incorporated in the
instrum&it.

Questionnaires which elicit yes/no responses may he summated, with one
point being gi' en to a positive response and zero or a minus one given to a
negative response.

Teachers are cautioned that students may give the anticipated desired
response quite easily in this technique; thus, results should he verified
through extended observation.
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Incomplete Sentences

The incomplete sentence technique usually consists of 20 to 4(1 sentence
starters to w hieh the student supplies an ending wbich indicates how lie feels.
The number of sentence starters used in a given instrument will depend, in
part, on the age le% el of the child. Ty pica! sentencs; starters include:

Reading is
I like to
I go to the library when
I don't like to read

It is possible to mask the intent of the instrument by including items
related t t areas other than reading. The reading responses may then he sorted
and ealuated. It is impossible to assign numerical scores to these responses:
however, areas of special concern can he determined which can give direcL
tion to instructional planning.

It should he remembered that the responses indicate how a student feels on
a given day. In order to determine specific attitudinal patterns, the data
obtained should he erified user time through observation.

Pairing

In an assessment instrument which uses pairing, reading is compared in
terms of preference with another actin ity in which the student is likely to
engage. The .udent then selects the activity he prefersif he had only one
option----reading or the other activity.

Pairing may take the form of a simple forced choice comparison or of
multiple comparisons. The stimulus situations may he words and phrases,
statements, or pictures. The use of pictures is especially appropriate for
beginning and:or nonreaders.

In the ftirced choice situation. several activities are paired with reading,
one at a time. An example follows.

It on haul no other ,...hoiees, %5Ineh of the folloss ing ss mild you prefer:

s'A tm or read
orl., math or t cad

\vatelt IV or read
go to the movies or read

The forced choice instrument may also employ sentences in which the
same idea is presented in two ways. For example:

It you had no other choices, «hich of the following best states how
you generally feel.

a. I'd rather read than play basketball.
h I'd rather play basketball than r&ad.
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to

A 1 111,; to raid at home
h I do riot like to wad at home.

In st:oring, the teacher Mal assign one point each time a reading response
is chosen. In order for the data to he meaningful, it may he necessary to
include 21) to 30 items.

For multiple comparisons, a reading activity is paired with each of several
nonreading activities. Picture, are used most frequently: however, words
and phrases are appropriate as well.

In a multiple comparison instrument employ ing pictures, 1 picture shows
a ty pical reading situation and 5 to It) other pictures show other activities in
which the students are likely to engage. For example, the reading picture
may show the student reading a hook at home or at school. The other pictures
may ,how the student watching Iv or playing ball. The pictures chosen
should he of situations in which typical members of the age group frequently
engage. These situations can he secured by asking the students to make a list
of theq favorite activities.

A score on this variation is also obtained by assigning one point each time
a reading activity is chosen over a nonreading activity.

For added insight, or for masking purposes, the nonreading stimulus
situations may he paired with each other. If desired, separate activities may
he chosen for boys, for girls, and for specific racial or ethnic groups.

is instrument can provide the teacher with a general idea of the relative
iniflortance of reading and other interests for students,

Summated Rating

of
r

lo this lakert type instrument (.4 ), students respond to a series ot state-
ments on a 4 or 5 point scale. The typical scale includes 10 to 20 items with
the follow ing response categories: strongly agree, agree, undecided, disag-
ree, and strongly disagree. A main advantage of this type scale is, that it is
possible to check degrees of feeling.

In some instances ifor research purposes) it may he desirable to omit the
neutral response, thus forcing the student to respond positively or nega-
tively. In other instances (general classroom planning) it may he desirable to
retain the neutral category, for the student may not have strong feelings
toward the behavior sampled, Typical statements include:

I like to go to the lihraw in m, tree time.
\lost hooks s are boring to me.
I learn a lot from hooks.

A score may he obtained by assigning point values to responses. A value
of 5 may he assigned to the most positive response (when five choices are
given) with descending values assigned to the other categories in order. Or,
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positive ':dues of 2 and I may be assigned to the two positive categories and
negative values of I and 2 to the negative categories, with the neutral
category receiv ing0. Scores may he used to compare attitudes within a class,
between classes, or as pre and post values in conjunction with a special
reading program.

Semantic Differential
A semantic differential assessment instrument is somewhat similar to a

lakert type summated rating scale in that students respond to an opinion
scale. Flow ev er, rather than responding to statements, the student responds
to concepts by using descriptive adjectives to rate the concepts. With a
semantic differential, it is possible to measure both the quality of a student's
feelings and the intensity (or potency) of his feelings toward reading (5).
E.tiamples of items which are evaluative and measure quality are:

\Nhere on the follow ing scale would you rate Reading?

CiOtld Bad
Happy Sad

l'Aamples of items which measure intensity, or potency, follow:-
Whereon this scale wk)uldy you rate Reading?

WeakStrong
Big Little

In order to validly assess attitudes, the 'teacher should sample several
reading concepts such as library, workbooks, reading groups, comics.,
new,paperLAM her,irls. Usually 8 to I () adjective pairings for each concept t
area are sufficient. Both ev aluative and potency pairings should he included.
The teacher may also use nonreading concepts to mask the attitude being
specifically studied.

Numerical summations are .possible by assigning a value of 5 for the most
positive response with descending values assigned to the responses in order
of quality or intensity of feeling. Or, a positive 2 and I may he assigned the
most positive responses, with a negative .2and l to the least. In this system,
the mid v clue would he O.

This assessment technique may he used in Pre and post situations and may
also be used to compare students within and/nbetween groups. A teacher
may easily determine how aspects of his program are evaluated and how
intensely each is v iewed..

General Considerations in Informal Assessment
This section focuses on general considerations which should he studied

prior to the actual construction, administration, and interpretation of an
assessment instrument. The insights gained may make for a more valid
assessment of student attitudes.
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Behavior Sampling

There is no link e.ral set of behaviors that must be sampled. The teacher
may v. ish to sample a specific situation and thus should choose those
behav Mrs that seem to he most indicative of attitudes in that situation. Or,
the teacher ma) desire a more comprehensive assessment. In this situation,
he should include those behaviors which are generally considered good
indicators of attitudes toward reading.

Tinker and McCullough (S) suggest six categories for a comprehensive
instrument. These categories would sample behaviors that are indicators of
attitudes toward school in general. hooks and reading, the teacher, the
reading ens ironment, class activities, and reading work study habits. Rowell
7) believes that attitudes toward reading for pleasure, reading in content

areas, ind reading in the "reading class" should he sampled. Those be-
hav iors that children feel are indicative of positive attitudes should also he
included. Necording to Ransbury (61, Viese include statements about the
alue of reading, the possession of reading materials, and the coupling of

reading ak:tiv itics w ith other activities such as ''reading while waiting for the
bus."

For each category chosen, more than one test item should he used.
Assessment from a pattern of responses is better than making a judgment on
one behavioral statement. There is no magical number of items that should
he used in each category , how es er. Suggestions !Or an adequate number of
items to include in each ty pe of assessment instrument v. ore given earlier in
this chapter.

Cautions in Interpretation

Teachers should interpret attitude assessments cautiously. Responses on
an attitude scale reflect man) things: the w ay the student feels at a given

,time, his perceptions relat iv e to how he is expected to feel by others who are
important to him, and_ outside pressures impinging for first place in his
thinking at the time Interpretations are best made on information secured
from more than one assessment situation and over a period of time. In this
was, consistent patterns may he noted.

It should also he remembered that, partictilarly at the elementary level,
teachers have a great potential for influencing behaviors and attitudes. Thus,
a teacher w ho is enthusiastic about reading is more likely to have a class with
favorable attitudes. The converse is also true. The teacher should evaluate
his own behav iors and attitudes before he interprets those of his children.

In general, the validity of informal assessment depends on the validity and
reliability of the assessment device, on the manner in which it is administered,
and on the honesty of students in responding. Each of the facets (discussed
later) should he considered before making an interpretation.

)
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Insuring Maximal Accuracy of Responses
Accuracy of student responses is an ever present concern among teachers.

It is felt that students frequently respond as they feel they should in order to
please the teacher or some other person. Thus, it becomes important to
administer the test in such a w ay that maximal accuracy of response occurs..
More accurate responses may occur if the student is told that the teacher is
trying to get responses to help improve instructional procedures rather than,
to measure student attitudes. Students may respond appropriately if they
believe their answers w ill help the teacher select better materials and learn
more about organizational patterns.

The authors believe it is insufficient to simply tell the child that his
responses w ill be anonymous or not evaluated. Perhaps the most effective
device to insure frank responses is to calmly and naturally treat the assess-
ment situation as a routine aissroom activity. In no instance should a student
feel threatened.

Checking Validity and Reliability
One simple way to check validity is to compare the congruence of high

scorers and low scorers on the assessment scale with teacher judgment
relative to those w hi) have good and poor attitudes as represented by
observed behaviors toward reading.

Probably the --simplest way to check reliability is to use the split-half
technique in which test items are div ided randomly into halves, comparing,
the scores for each half for similarity of response.

Record Keeping
It is difficult for a teacher to keep in mind all child behaviors which are

indicators of attitudes. This is especially true of interview and observation
techniques. In many instances, an anecdotal record may he a fruitful device
to use in summarizing significant behavior patterns. Applegate (1) suggests
that the follow ing information he included:

. Hoyt children value reading. This information may come from observa-
tion of behaviors, comments of children in structured and nonstructured
situations (both planned and incidental), or from a written assessment
instrument.

2. Ways chihlwn u.se leading, Observation of use of reading for personal
needs beyond that which is required in school is important.

3. Evidyice of application of reading skills taught. This information may
he Obtained from comments made by students while reading. For
example, the student may verbalize that a word recognition strategy was
successful for him.
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Work-s.tntly. behaviors. The teacher should include the presence or
absence of such behaviors as ability to settle down quickly to a task
involv ing reading, resistance to diversion from reading, preference for
reading among a choice of activities, voluntary use of the library, and
selection of free reading activities.

rohioti s-igliN.Evidences of tension during reading activities should he
noted, If the student shoWs anxiety in the test situation, he may not
respond naturally. The cause for the anxiety should he investigated., and
removed if possible, with another sampling of behaviOrs made later.
Such test behaviors should he noted also.

Scales for Measuring Attitudes."
scaleS were recently des eloped to measure igitildes toward reading

of children in grades one through six (2). The assumption was made that the
hest information concerning children's feelings toward reading could he
obtained from the children themselves. Consequently, individual interviews
with BO students in 4zrades one thraugh six were used to explore the area of
.reading attitudes and to obtain statements suitable for use on the ,scales.

During the intery iews, each child was asked to describe someone of his
age who liked to readhow he would act a'nd what he would-say. The child
was then asked to describe the comments from and the behavior of someone
of his age who disliked reading.

The interviews revealed that the reading activities and behaviors in the
primary grades differed from those-in the intermediate grades. Therefore, a
need was seen for one scale for the primary grades and another for the
intermediate grades,

Both scales require that Ole statements or questions he read to the rest-in-
dent, that the respondent choose one of live answer responses, and that
numerical values of I to 5 he given to the responses. The scales can he
administered easily to an entire class at one time.

Reliability of the scales, was checked by the test-retest method. The
primary, scale was administered to 124 students in grades one through three,
and the intermediate scale was administered to 100 students in grades four
through six. The scales w ere readministered two later. Correlations
for the test-retest scores showed an r of .73 for the primary scale and an r of
.X7 for the intermediate scale.

Tlfei,statements obtained in the individual interviews were subjected to an
item-anal sis to determine which items were more precisely discriminating
between children with positive attitudes and those with more negative

*This seitin was written t), E3cU S.'fleathington of the Bureau of Educational Research and
Sr v. ot the I 'Ther.at., of I c.nrie,see at Kno!<%ille. IThe. scales were deeloped as her
do, toral 11,,,crtation Lindor the direction ot J. Estill Alexander.
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attitudes. Correlation coefficients were calculated for each item and for total
scores. Items were eliminated which showed low correlations. The results of
the iteimanalysis, and the fact that. the scale items were obtained from
respondeins comparable to those for whom the scales are intended, are
indicators that the scales are valid.

Heathington Primary Scale
The Primary Scale consists of 20 questions which are .to be read to the

respondent. After listening to a question beginning with the. words "How
do , ou feel . . . ," the respondent is asked to mark one of five faces (very

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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unhappy, unhappy, neutral, happy, very happy) which shows how he feels
about the question. A score of 5 is given for each very happy face chosen, a
4 for a happy face, a 3 for a neutral face, a 2 for an unhappy face, and a 1 for
a k cry unhappy face. The possible range of scores is 5 x 20 (100) to 1 x 20
(20).

The following directions should be f011owed in adininistering the pri-
mary scale:

'foot ans.o.cr booklet is made up of two pages. Page one goes front
number I to number 10imi Irtcc l\%(1 goes from number I I to number
20. Beside eadi number 'are Ike laces: a \ ery unhappy face, :in un-
happy lace. &lace that's neither happy nor unhappy , a happy lace, add
a very happy face. I Y. ill ask you hoy. '.Ou reel about certain things
and ) \\III put an X on the lace that shims ho\\ you feel. Suppose
I said, -HO \\ do \oit feel \\ hen you eat chocolate candy ? Which lace

110%\ you leer'" Someone may ha\ e chosen an unhappy face.
heLalise he doesn't like chocolate candy: someone else may have
(lb ,N,211 a happy Lace because he likes chocolate candy Noss. I'll read
some questions to you and you mark the lace that shim's hi\\ you feel
about whit I read. Remember to mark him leel because es er)one
does not teel the saute about certain things. I'll read each question
tsso tunes.._ \lark only one lace Jor each number. Are there any
questions." Nov. listen carefully . Number I

Certain groupings of .questions can he considered diagnostic. That is,
they indicate specific areas of a-child's reading environment toward which
he may feel positively or negatively. The following groupings are
suggested:

1. Free reading in the classroom (items 3, 17)

2. Organized reading in the classroom (items 4, 7, 8, 13)
3. Reading at the library (items I, 18)
4. Reading at home (items 6, 12, 15, 19)

5. Other recreational reading (items 2, 5, 9, 16)
6. General reading (items 10, II, 14, 20).

Primary. Scale
How do you feel . .

1. when you go to the library?

2. when you read instead of playing outside?

3. when you read a hook in free time?
4. when you are in reading group?

5. when you read instead of watching iv?
.6. when you read to someone at home?



7. about the stories in your reading hook?

8. when you read out loud in class?
9. when yOu read with a friend after school?

10. when you read stories in hooks?
11. when you read in a quiet place?
12. when you read a story at bedtime'?
13. when it's time for reading circle (group)?
14. when you read on a trip?
15. w hen you have lots of books at home?
16. when you read outside when it's warm?
17. when you read at your desk at school?
18. when you find a hook at the library?
19. when you read in your room at home?
20. when you read instead of coloring?

Heathington Intermediate Scale
The Intermediate Scale is c,)rnposed of 24 statements about reading. The

respondent is asked to mark wlv:ther he strongly disagrees, disagrees, is
undecided, agrees, or strongly Agrees with the statement read by the
teacher. A score of 5 is given for a very positive response, a 4 for a positive
response, a 3 for a neutral or undecided response, a 2 for a negative
response, and a 1 for a very negative response.

On 9 of the items (numbers 2, 6, 10, 14, IS, 16, 20, 21, 23), a response
of "strongly agree" indicates a very positive attitude and receives a score
of 5. On the remaining 15 items, a response of "strongly disagree"
indicates a very positive attitude and receives a score of 5. The possible
range of scores is 5 x 24 (1261 to 1 x 24 (24).

The following directions can he used in administering the intermediate
scale:

On our answer sheet, numbers on the right-hand column go from
number 1 to number 14. Numbers on the left-hand column go from
number 15 to number 24 , Beside each number are five boxes. Over
each box arc one or oxso letters. SD stands for strongly disagree, D for
disagree, U for undecided, A for agree, and SA for strongly agree. I
N% ill read certain statements to you and you are to mark an X in,the box
that shows how you feel. Suppose 1 said, "You enjoy eating choco-
late candy. What box would y ou mark? Someone might love choco-
late candy and 1% ould jmark "strongly agree ": another person might
enjoy it and mark "agree." Remember that everyone may not feel the
same about the statements so make sure you mark how you feel. Mark
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only'one ho\ for each number. I'll read each statement two times. Are
there any inestions? Now listen carettilly. "Number 1 .

The Intermediate Seale also has groups of questions which can he used
by classroom teachers to diagnose specific areas of reading attitudes'. They
arc as follows:

I. Free reading in the classroom (items 5, 6. 151
2. Organized r,ling in the classroom (items I, 24)
3. Reading in the library (items 3, 4, 9, 17, 21)

.4. Reading at home (items 7, 10, I I, 20)
5. Other recreational reading (items 12, 13, 23)
6. General reading (items 2, 8, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22)

Intermediate Scale
. I. You feel uncomfortable when you're asked to read in class.
2. You feel happy when you're reading.
3. Sometimes you forget abOut library hooks that you have in your

desk.

4. You don't check out many library hooks.
5. You don't read much in the classroom.
6. When you have free time at school, you usually read a hook.
7. You seldom have a hook in your room at home.
S. You w ouldrather look at the pictures in a hook than read the book.

You check out hooks at the library but never have time to read
them.

. 10. You wish you had a library full of hooks at home.
I I. You seldom read in your room at home.
12. You would rathe ateh iv than read.
13. You would rather play after school than read.
14. You talk.to friends about hooks that you have read.
15. You like for the room to he quiet so you can read in your free time.
16. You read several hooks each week.
17. Most of the hooks you choose are not interesting.
IS. You don't' read very often.
19. You think reading is work.
20. You enjoy reading at home.
21. You enjoy going to the library.
22. Often you start a hook, but never finish it.
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23. You think that adventures in a book are more exciting than TV.
24. You w ish you could answer the questions at the end of the chapter

without reading it

S\ NMI." (.* FELE ANSWER SHE I.

SD I) U A SA

1. I j. -1

SD I) U A SA

2. I I

SDP U A SA,

3 I I

SI) I) 11 A SA

4 r 1 I
SD D U A SA

S.
SD D U A SA

6.
_U --_A_ SA

7 .

SD I) U A SA

8

U A SA9 .IL LIT
SD D U A SA

10.
I 1

. A SA

11.
I ___EL

SD D U A SA

.

13.
SI) D U A SA

[F. 1 Pi
SI) U A SA

14. Li
S I)

15.
SD D

16.
SD D

I I I

U A SA

17.
SD D

18.
SD D

U A SA1-1 I

U A SA

U A

19.
SD D

20.

21.

22.

SA

U A SA

SD

1
SD

D U

I

A SA

D U A SA

SD SA

23. 1

SI)

24

D U A SA

I I

Summary
. The purpose of this chapter was to provide assistance for teachers and/or

researchers who wish to assess attitudes toward reading more consciously
and objectively. Several types of assessment techniques have been dis-
cussed. These include observation, interviewing, questionnaires, incom-
plete sentences, pairing, summated rating scales, and the semantic differ-
ential. Each has ity advantages, disadvantages, and special uses. The
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teacher` who nerds a quick assessment will find i terviewing and paper and
pencil techniques helpful, such as questionnaires and incomplete sen-
tences. The teacher who has more time to make judgments w ill find
systematic observation a most useful tool. Others' (including, researchers)
may find the more complex techniques, such as pairing, summated rating
scales, and the semantic differential, more appropriate for use.

Caution should he used in interpreting measures of :inhales. Responses
may indicate how a student thinks he should feel rather than how he
actually feels. Observation over time should he used to verify findings and
to note consistent patterns before major programmatic decisions are
finalized.
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Chapter 4

DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING
POSITIVE ATTITUDES

A universal goal of reading instruction should he the fostering of positive
attitudes toward reading. This chapter presents. suggestions which may
assist the teacher in accomplishing this goal for some students. Attention is
given to the importance of self-concept, teacher attitudes and behaviors,
selected instructional practices and classroom orgL -ional patterns, and
way s of working with parents.

The instructional suggestions are based, in part, on practices the authors
have found successful in promoting positive attitudes. In addition, many of
the Idea~ were`suggested by inservice teachks and graduate students, The
ideas presented are eommon,,tried-and-true suggestions that do not require
unusual or difficult preparations Onithe part of teachers. The spectacular
and the sensational have been avoided because, quite often, positive
attitudes can he fostered with well known, easy-to-use practices and ideas
that are matched with specific student (or group) interests and needs.

Since the development and maintenance of attitudes is highly specific to
given individuals, it is impossible to suggest specific progqims and
strategies alit 'are guaranteed to work. Those activities that are ibelpful in
one situation and /or with one student may not work ffectively in other
situations or with other students. The teacher should continuously evaluate
the effectiveness of his reading environment and make adjustments in
terms of the ways in which students respond to his program.

Importanceof Self-Concept

A student's. self-concept (what he believes hc is and what he believes he
can do) in a reading situation may affect his attitude toward reading. Since -
self-concept is learned over a period of time, through feedback from
individual %w ho are important to the student, a teacher is in a good position
to contribute to positive self-concept development and maintenance' (7).

There are many- ways in which teachers can affect a student's concept
positively. Quandt (6) states that the following behaviors and practices are
important.
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I. Teacher behaviors, such as
Accepting the student as a valued person
Reducing negative comments
Niiaking the student's successes known to others
Putting reading failure in proper perspective with success in other

areas
Working with parents in order to provide a more positive, suPport-
ive home env ironment

Instructional practices which
Minimi/e differences among reading groups
Measure each student's individual progress rather than comparing
his progress with that of the group

Lulli.': student interests
Vtilize care, ally chosen materit s that the student can read
nili/e a diagnostic-prescriptive to hnique to eliminate specific
skill weaknesses which interfere with success

Specific suggestions for developing a'd maintaining positive self-
concept in these areas are pervasive throughout other sections of this
chanter. An'y activity or situation that assists the student in feeling better
about himself has potential for leading to a more positive self-concept and
to more positiv'e attitudes.

Teacher Attitudes and Behaviors
The teacher is often a significant force in promoting positive attitude

development and maintenance. He is as important as (and frequently more
important than) the techniques, practices, or materials used. He is influen-
tial through w hat he is and what he does. His nonverbal behaviors, the
model he prov ides for his students, the kind of classroom atmosphere he
provides, and the attitudes that he has toward reading and toward his
students as readers are among the most powerful forces affecting student
attitudes.

Nonverbal Behaviors
The ways in which the teacher responds to things students say and do are

forms of evaluation of those pupil behaviors and are so perceivedby the
students. These ways of responding are not limited to overt actions and oral
t;ommunications. Some of the most influential communications sent from
teacher to student do not involve direct statements and actions. As Rosen-
thal and Jacobson (10 have stated, the teacher may communicate his
expectations to his students through "tone of vice, facial expression,
touch, and posture.' A teacher needs to he cogni/ant of these aspects of his
behavior and should evaluate the effects of his nonverbal behaviors on his
students.
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The Questioning Environment
Through the questions they ask and the manner in which they develop

and receiv e student responses a questions, teachers can foster a healthy
reading env ironment which is conducive to improved attitude develop-
ment and maintenance. Turner 1 /2) states, "A 'question can he careless,
useless, or even harmful to children and to their reading. Teacher~ need to
give as much careful advance thought as is humanly possible to the
questions they ask, to the w s they ask them, and to the way s they deal
vy ith children's questions and responses."

Turner stresses the necessity for providing a high ,eizree of security for
all students in the,questioning env ironment. Teachas should he aware of
their responsibilities in providing this security and should give careful
consideration to the wording of their questions, the selection of students to
respond to specif questions, their ow n body movements and eye contact
as they question students; and, particularly, the responses they give to each
student's answers. Students should never he intimidated by inquisition
type questioning. w filch often threatens those who do not comprehend
well. QUestions asked should be at a difficulty level which assures students
a rea;onable chance of success in answering. Students should be confident
that incorrect responses w ill not threaten nor endanger them as human
beings. Threatening situations often lead to student withdrawal from the
reading situation. Turner believes the most effective approach is one which
provides regular and positive reinforcement for gAd responses and for
good student questions,

Providing a Good Model
The importance of being a good model for students cannot be overem-

phasited. An e cellent way to encourage students to read is to expose them
to an env ironment in IA hich the teacher demonstrates beli4that reading is a

highly valued activity The teacher may he the only adult some students
observe using reading as a useful and enjoyable skill.

/9 he model reading teacher is a voracious reader who reads to his class
acid who also reads for his own needs while his students are reading. He
w ill become knowledgeable about hooks on The age/grade level of his
students 'and will he able to make recommendations in terms of their
interests and achievement" levels. He will keep abreast of the new and
delightful hooks which are being published. Students will see him reach
for a hook when he wants information and they will learn to do the same for
themselves.

Mueller i4 t states that "teachers teach what they themselves stand for"
and that students are affected 11, hen the teacher shows enthusiasm or apathy'
tow ard reading. Mueller poses seven questions for teachers to use in a
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sell-assessni,:nt ot their attitudes t tsaid Leading. a summary of, those
questions follow,:

L tteel4 to read.'
2 Do 7,..out.hOoSe reading from amng. alternati% es isucti as tele\i-

;ion. /no%
,

Do ou choose readinr oh kntm ledge of the
..ons,quences of ea,..11 altername?

4 Do ou prise reading. hold it dear'
Are oil glad to he associated %kith it; do you publicly affirm your
attitudes toward reading'
Do >00 act upon )our choice: that is, do ou in tact read?
Do ,01.1 ha\ d of reading.'

Questions for Self-Analysis
Certain post ti% e teacher attitudes and behaviors are considered by read-

ing authorities to be 'conducive to positive attitudes in students. It is helpful
for the teacher to analyze himself in terms of these attitudes and behaviors.
The follow ing questions, Ix filch incorporate some of those behaviors and
attitudes considered to he important by Robinson (9) and 'Lintz (13), will
assist in teacher self-analysis:

. I)o I y clue each student as a reader and respect his efforts in attempting
to becomot a better reader

In some instances, the student has a poor attitude because he has
been told directly or indirectly that he cannot succeed. It may he
necessary for these perceptions to be reversed if the student is to have a
positive attitude. The followir.g teacher behaviors are often helpful in
changing negative perceptions:

a) Determine the student's areas of strength in reading and build on
these areas.

b) Avoid negative statements whenever possible. When negative
statements are made, they should follow positive comments.

c) Take advantage of every opportunity to reinforce positive com-
ments students make about one another.

dl Avoid all sarcastic comments.
Overcome guilt feelings %. hen a student does not succeed in skill
development nor improve in his attitude toward reading. Teacher,
reactions are generally recognized by the tudent and may affect his
attitudes.

I)o I permit the student to express his fears and dislikes even if they are
directed toward me?

A teacher can learn much from expressions indicating frustrations
and should pc cr discourage genuine expressions of negative feelings.
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Of course, the student should never he blamed for negatk e attitudes.
Poor attitudes tend to become more positive When the student believes
he is valued and is capable of attinning some degree of success with
reading.

3. Do I consider the feelings of my students and give immediate attention
to their needs and interests?

Che ways that teachers respond:to the things students say and do can
he significant. The teacher should he empatheticnot Sympathetic.
Students do not want the teacher to feel sorry for them; they want
teachers to understand that they have problems, why they have prob-
lems, and that the problems are significant to them,. Students respond
best to genuine teacher interest.

Genuine interest is best demonstrated when the teacher gives a
student help on a specific problem at the moment he needs-or asks for
help. When the teacher cannot provide immediate attention, the stu-
dent should he assured that he will receive help as soon as possible.
Teaching aides' or other students- can become effective sources of
addition al . assistance.

4. Do I convince my students that they need not he afraid to make
mistakes?

An effective teacher lets his students know that errors indicate areas
for further work and do not indicate lack of ability to learn to read. A
student's fe'ar of making errors is generally lessened when the teacher
provides easy, interesting materials and teaches those skills that will
enable the student to achieve at least a minimal level of comprehen-
sion. When a student sees that he can comprehend, he tends_to become
more relaxed and both his attitude and his progress may improve.

5. Do I believe that each student can achieve some measure of success
with reading?

The teacher must believe that his students can learn to read. Expec-
tations must he realistic, however; a teacher cannot expect success to
come quickly. Indeed, gains in both skill development and attitudes
may come slowly. Too much pressure for gains in skills can adversely
affect attitudes and, certainly , not all students should he expected to
reach grade level.

6. Do I rationalize that I do not have the time and materials to attend to
individual needs and interests?

A teacher generally gets better results when he takes the time to find
.materials that meet the needs and interests of his students. He may
enlist the assistance of students, other teachers, librarians, and para-
professionals :. he may indite libraries, free and inexpensive materials,
and materials gathered in the home and the community.
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Do I change methods and materials whenever, student progress indi-
cates that the methods and materials being used are not producing the
desired results?

There are many methods and materials from which teachers may
select, and every teacher 'should he aware of the availability of
methods and materials in order to provide alternatives when students
do not respond to materials in use. The instructor may need to experi-
ment ith various methods and materials to find those most effective
for his students.

s. Am I aware of the verbal and nonverbal ways that I communicate my
feelings about reading to my students?

The total quality of the classroom environment is importantthe
things the teacher says and does, the reading model he provides, and
the nonverbal cues he gives his students'in evaluating them as people
and as readers.

Instructional Practices
The emphasis in this section is on the practical, tried-and-true sugges-

tions found useful in helping some students/develop positive attitudes.
When space limitations in this discussion do npt permit complete trgatment
of a concept or idea, the reader is referred/ to a source which provides
additional information.

Utilizing Student interests
As pointed out in Chapter 2, interests and attitudeS are believed to he

closely related. Spache (11) considers student interests to be the most
important single influence on attitudes toward reading. In many instances,
the problem of motivating students to read is partially solved when the
reading program reflects student interest patterns and is based on student-
needs as the student sees them.

How can a teacher utilize student interests? He may take three steps.
First, he may familiarize himself With the interest patterns of typical
students at the ageig,rade level he teaches in order to find a reference point
for investigating specific interests. This information can be obtained from
appropriate studies of pupil interests. A list of such studies is included in
Appendix B.

Second, the teacher may study each student he teaches, since individual
student ,interests may be unique and may deviate from that of the typical
student at his agelgrade level. A teacher can study the reading interests of
his students in several ways (14). The most effective (and most time
consuming) technique is teacher observation. A teacher can get a feel for
general interest patterns by observing the student in school situations; by-
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listening to him as he works, plays, and eats lunch: and by noting the kinds
of hooks he reads in his free time. A less reliable (but quicker) way is to ask
the student about his interests either in a conference or on a short paper and
pencil test. The results from these quick, direct measures should he
analyzed carefully since the student may respond as he feels the teacher
wishes him to respond.

Third. in program planning. the teachermay utilize in several ways what
is know about student interests. The following suggestions may be
helpful in stimulating the teasher's thinking and enabling him to devise
other, more appropriate strategies'for the student.

. Make available hooks that reflect student interests and that are on
appropriate readability levels. A specific tinie during which students
may- read these hooks should also he :made available.

2. Give the students choices among reading materials when more than
one piece of material will accomplish the teacher's or learner's objec-
tive( s). For example, a word recognition skill may he taught or
R.inforced equally well from one of several selections of skill devel-
opment materials. One student may prefer a programed hook while
another may prefer a game that vaches or reinforces a skill. More than
one type of story may be used to -develop discussion-thinking skills.
For best results, material in which the student shows an interest should
he used.

Establish interest centers in the classroom ( /5 ). These centers shoule,
include a wide variety of materials and activities in which students
have indicated an interest. A, propriate for inclusion are library hooks,
content area materials, newspapers and magazines, comics, experi-
ence stories and creative compositions, commercial listening tapes
and records, tape recordings- of student reactions to books read,
crossword puzzles, and skill games and reinforcement materials. A
center should relate to one specific interest area, and only those
materials and activities which relate to that specific area should he
included in the center.

4. Help students become authorities in their special areas of interest. This
approach is especially fruitful with low achievers and with students
with a low self-concept. At lower grade levels, for example, a student
may learn a special set of sight words that relate io his area of interest.
He may then help other students learn these words or he may help them
select appropriate words for experience stories they are writing. He is
the authority to which Other students go for help on words in his area.
At later levels, he may make a meaning vocabulary file of words in this
interest area and become the live dictionary'' to which other students
go w hen they need a definition of a word in his interest area. As a
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special project, he can develop synonym and antonym exercises for
other students to complete. In addition, he can deVelop bibliographies
of hooks th,:t relate to his area and he can make recommendations to
other students v). la) may w ish to read in his area.

Give students choices in content area reading. It is often helpful to
permit students to become resource persons in a specific content area.
One way to let a student share his knowledge is to have him construct a
learning center in his special area for other students to work through.
When a student sees that his interests are valued and that he can work
I partially at least) in an area of interest, he generally is motivated to
.ad nm; and feels better about himself for having developed some
degree of expertise. in an area.

Helping Students See a Need for,Reading

Some students say that they do not "see a need for reading.'' Such
attitudes may he logically arriv ed at by some students who conic from
env ironnients in k hich reading is not a valued activity. Other students who
make these negative statements may he using avoidance tactics as a cover
for lack of success in learning to read fluently. For them, displaying a
negatis e attitude may he considered more socially acceptable (and face-
Na ing ) than admitting a lack of success in mastering the prOcess. The
teachers task involves helping such students admit a need for reading and
then teaching the.neeessary skills for successfully meeting these needs; As
a result, attitudesvoften improve. The following suggestions may he help-
ful in some situations:

1 the preparation period of a directed reading activity may be utilized to
help students see a need for reading. Many times it is possible to
choose basal stories so that the usefulness of the material will be
apparent to the student. For example, stories chosen to he read may
relate to hobbies or special interests. How the material relates to these
know n interests should he discussed with the students. (It is not
necessary to use every story in a basal reader; however, the teacher
should not overlook teaching those skills which may he introduced in
omitted stories.) Once need is established, students should be helped
to read successfully the material. This often involves building the
background necessary for understanding new concepts found- in the
material and teaching words the students may have difficulty decoding.

The purposes set for content area reading may he related to the
importance of the content to the student rather than to the learning of
specific hits of information. It does not make any difference to most
students that Galileo discovered-in the law of gravity. It is important,
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however, that the siUdents understand how the law of gravity works.
Purposes set should relate to such important understandings.

3. The importance of additional resource materials in content areas may
he demonstrated by showing the students that additional, or more
up-to-date, information may. he secured from sources other than
textbooks. Such resource materials should he chosen carefully. They
should he easy enough for students to read without much help from the
teacher. It is important to check the resources for specific reading
needs (such as map or graph reading skills). If students cannot use
these study aids independently, they should be taught how to do so
before using the resource to gain information.

4. For older students, it may he necessary to use practical materials that
relate to immediate needs if a desire to learn to read is to be-generated.
Some examples of such practical materials and suggestions follow:
a) New.spaper ads. Students might select five to eight new or used

car. ads from which to judge which car is the hest buy. Or, they
might clip fobd ads of several grocery stores, compare prices on
specific items, and determine which store Offers the best overall
values.

h) Driver manuals. 'These are effective teaching tools for students
who wish to secure a driver's license. Using a simple, teacher-
prepared worksheet, students can search through the manual for
information helpful in answering questions that might appear on
the written examination.

c) Do-it-yourself kits and cooking recipes. The kits.may he commer-
cially prepared or may he made from objects gathered by the
teacher. For example, a sock, scraps of felt, buttons, and yarn
may he turned into a puppet if instructions are written in a clear
and easily understood manner. Simple cooking recipes that can he
prepared at school are often favorite activities.

d) Bus schedules. The teacher could devise a problem involving bus
schedules and ask the Students to find the best way to travel to a
destination across town. Students could be encouraged to find
alternative routes, chart travel patterns, and state the advantages
and disadvantages of each.

e) Yellott pages front the phone book. Students could compile a list
of phone numbers and addresses of places of business their
families might use. The.list could be placed on poster hoard and
used at home as a telephone and address directory.

f) Television schedules. The teacher could suggest a situation such
as the following: The student is ill and expects to he confined to
bed for one week. Tv is his only source of recreation and can be
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viewed for only six hours per day. The student plans a schedule of
programs to he watched.

Selecting Appropriate Materials

The use of appropriate materials is important for developing and main-
taining positive attitudes. Several factors need to be considered when
selecting appropriate, materials. The interests of the student are of vital
importance. If the student is interested in the content, he generally will
demonstrate a greater willingness to read the material. The difficulty level
may also he a vital. factor, If a student must struggle through written
passages, it will be virtually impossible for him to develop favorable
attitudes toward that material. Other aspects of materials which may
influence students are formats, t-pe sizes, and illustrations directed to an
age group too young for the reader. Some important considerations for
selecting and using appropriate materials are discussed:

. A teacher needs to have some idea of the difficulty level of the material
to he used. Frequently, accurate judgments can he made by simply
reading the material being considered. When it is-not possible to make
an accurate judgment, the teacher may wish to seek a more objective
assessment elsewhere. Publishers frequently have readability infor-
mation on textbooks and trade books available on request. The school
librarian, or media specialiSt, may have information available on
some materials. It is also possible for the teacher, himself, to make an
assessment through the use of a readability formula. These formulas
do not consider all factors that make materials "readable." Such
factors as contextual difficulty, abstractness of ideas, density of ideas,
reader interest, format, and style appeal are not measured (1). Klare
13) states, however, that formulas which use only word and sentence
counts "can provide satisfactory predictions for most purposes." He
considers these two factors good "indices" of readability. One such
easy to use formula is Fry's Graph for Estimating Readability (16). In
utilizing this formula, it is important to remember that it does not take
into account several factors which additionally may affect readability.

Material which frustrates a student should never be assigned to him. In
addition to teacher judgment, two useful ways for determining frustra-
tion levels are through a) the group reading inventory, in which the
materials are "tried out"; and b) the informal reading inventory.
Space does not permit an adequate discussion of these two devices.
The reader may obtain information on their construction and use from
hdirrmal Readirk Inventories (17). Many publishers have informal
reading inventories available for use with their basal reading series.
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3. At times, the teacher may cliiiose to write his own materials. Such
teacher produced materials are especially needed for some content
area topics in which materials are not available at appropriate reading
levels. Writers of such materials should consider the density and
abstractness of concepts and ideas, sentence complexity, vocabulary
load, format and style, and reader interest.

4. It is important to have a variety of materials available from which to
select. The type and/or format of the material often makes a difference
to the learner; especially if he has little interest or a poor attitude.
There are many appropriate materials teachers may use in lieu of
basals and/or workbooks or typical library hooks. These materials
include:
a) Comic v----comic strips from new spapers, comic hooks. and clas-

sics in comic hook format.
111 Practice/ everyday materials--hus and airline schedules. direc-

tions for how -to-do-it kits. driver manuals, and road. maps.
) .Vf,ftspapen and magazines.

d) High Interest, low vocabulary series (IS).
e) Paperback trade books.

Using Libraries, ResOurce Centers,
and Classroom Book Collections

By their expectations and behaviors. teachers and librarians encourage
either positive or negative attitudes toward recreational reading in school
and toward the use of reference materials. Students are quick to perceive
when books and materials themselves are more important than their use.
When materials become the important consideration, their use oftende-
clines. The following suggestions are among those that may lead to a more
positive attitude toward using reading materials:
1. The concept that libraries. resource centers, and classroom collections

should he used can he made apparent if students are allowed to really
use books freely v ithout unnecessary admonitions not to get them
dirty tear them. or lose them. Students should he taught proper care of
hooks and materials, of course; but they also should know that,
through normal use.. hooks can he expected to become worn. occa-
sionally find their way into the wrong space on a bookshelf. and even
becOme lost. Students should not fear Punishment for normal,.routine
happenings.

Students should he encouraged to share a hook with, or recommend a
hook to. other students w ithout fear of reproach. Without question,
appropriate beim% ior should he expected during classroom recrea-
tional reading periods and in libraries and resource centers. Students
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do need to learn not to interfere unnecessarily with others who are
reading or working. This should not mean, however, that they may not
share with other interested students an exciting aspect Of a hook while
they are enjoying it themselves.

ery eftort should 'be made to give a student the opportunity to y,o to
the library or resource center when he wants or needs a hook. A
student who wishes to read should not he forced to wait until a
scheduled time several days later to obtain a book he wants to read.

4. Students tend to have less positive attitudes toward rending if they
must read a gis en number of books dUring a specified period of time
and report on each in a prescribed format. Students who have poor
attitudes tow ar.2, reading probably should not he required to make
formal hook reports. Instead, the student who wishes to share his hook
should he provided with several options relative to type of report or
method of sharing (see pago'50) for creative ways to share books).
The motivational effect of classroom col lectionsof trade hooks should
not he overlooked at any level. Such collections indicate to the stu-
dents that reading is important. The collections should he within the
interest and reading levels of the students and should he changed
frequently

the physical setting in which independent reading takes' place may
affect attitudes toward reading. The classroom library should be
housed in an attractive setting provided with tables, chairs, book-
shelves, and bulletin hoards. One good way to feature the classroom
collection is to establish an attractive book noi)k. This nook may be a
quiet corner of the room furnished with comfortable chairs (perhaps
even a rocker), carpeting for those ssho enjoy reading in a prone
position. a wide selection of hooks and nutgazines.on enough'reading
levels to fit the abilities of each student, and plenty of time for
browsing and silent reading.

Exposing Students to Books
and to Students Who Read

.

Pros iding a good reading environment increases the chances that stu-
dents will read. It is not enough to tell students that it is good to read; the
teacher must foster an environment that truly encourages the student to
read. The best reading environment is one in which students read, based on
the rewards of internal motivation. This internal motivation may be.in-
creased through exposure to hooks and to students who read.

Students can he exposed to hooks ks by providing them with the opptirtun-
ity to ow n hooks. Book ownership is especially motivational in.the lower
grades and among students whose families do not have the financial means
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to provide hooks. Teachers may assist students in becoming hook owners

in several ways, including the following:

1. In the early grades, cut up old Nasals into individual stories. Make

cot ers for the stories from manila folders decorated with contact
paper. Thus, several hooks can he made available from one old basal

reader. Many state or pros ince departments of education pros ide old

basals free of charge upon request.

At all levels, provide opportunities for joining inexpensive paperback

hook clubs. These clubs make hook ownership easier (see page 5) for
suggestions). If sonic students are unable to buy hooks, perhaps hooks

can he p6rchased for them from monies earned from class projects, or

they may he given the bonus hooks earned from club memberships. It

is often more fruitful in improving attitudes to make such hooks the

property of given indit 'duals than to make them a part of the clasS-

room collection.
At low er grade levels, let the students write or dictate experience

stories which may he hound in manila folders and covered with contact

paper. The student then becomes the owner and the author of his hook!

An excellent way to encourage students to read is to expose them to

students who read and enjoy reading, This reading behavior may become

,contagious w hen one student sees another enjoy the rewards of successful

reading. For example. a student who does not like reading in a content area

research group might he placed with students who read to find answers or

soh, e problems:. the reluctant reader may then catch the desire to read. In

such situations, a variety of reading and nonreading activities should he

available. Attitudes are more positive when the student elects to read rather

than perform an expect&I hehat ior which is a required contribution to the

group's goals.

Reading to Students
Reading to students (any age let el) is an important activity in develop-

ing and maintaining interest in reading and is an activity to which many
students look forward. The authors have observed many-reluctant readers

who asked if they might finish reading a book after they had listened to

interesting portions being read by teachers.
The reading time may occur during a regularly scheduled time, such as

at the beginning. of the school day, after lunch, or just before going
home. Reading to students is also desirable as an activity to change the

pace of a routine school day, especially }then interest is waning in regular

classroom work.
. If the activity is to he effective, the teacher must he a good reader of

hooks. The following suggestions may he helpful:
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. The story selected should bt; one that the teacher likes. Enthusiasm for
a story show s and is often contagious.

The teacher should know the story well so that he can read it fluently
and with appropriate intonation patterns.

3. The story should he of interest to the students.
4 In a longer story, it is often desirable to read only the more interesting

parts. The more descriptive, less interesting parts may be summarized
orally. This conserves time and keeps interest high.

5. At times, it is appropriate to read an interesting episode to students to
11, het their appetites for more reading. The story should he on a reading
level appropriate for the students so that they may finish if they so
desire.

Telling Stories to Students
In the elementary grades, storytelling often has a motiyating effect

similar to reading to students. An interesting story or episode from a story
that is well told may motivate some students to read the story themselves.
The -following' suggestions may assist the teacher in becoming a more
effective story teller:
1 The storyteller should like the story and should know it well. His

feelings will generally- he sensed byotudents and will influence their
reactions.

2. The story selected should he of potential interest to the students.
3. Q' erdramatization should he avoided, since this often calls attention

to the storyteller rather than to the story.
4. It is possible to add spice to the storytelling session by varying the

manner of presentation. The use of flannel hoards on which characters
or scenes are added at appropriate points in the story is a recommended
variation, especially with younger children. Some stories lend them-
selves to chalk talks, a technique that is especially effective with boys
interested in sports. In this technique, the storyteller uses stick figures
or cross marks to diagram positions of characters in important scenes
in stories.

Teaching Relevant Skills
Students need to overcome skill deficiencies if they are to succeed in

reading and develop favorable attitudes. Not all students in a class or group
have the same specific skill deficiencies and should not he expected to
complete the same skill development tasks. Negative attitudes often de-
velop w hen students are required to complete all tasks, regardless of
need. The follow ing steps have been found to be helpful in planning a pro-
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,:Lott that toLlIsL's spetAtit.: skill needs and. at the same tittle, is con-
e t p,,suie attitude development:

DLignose specific skill strengths and weaknesses ( /Yt.
Determine those skills that are most crucial for the student to he

with reading tasks, both in his do elopmental program and
In his interest areas.

FeLich needed skills as a part of the student's program. A needed skill
[nay hale prerequisite skills that should he learned before a student is
able to master that particular skill. It is helpful for teachers to follow a
standard sequence in order that these prerequisite skills may he
learned more easily. An appropriate skill sequence is that used in tl
basal program in the school

Frequently, more than one student will need help with a given skill
students may he placed in short term skills groups (see page 57
can he terminated the skills have been mastered. It is

impoitant to remember that skill development lessons can he over-
done: preoccupation w ith skills may turn the reader off. A skills period
that exceeds IS minutes has usually reached the point of diminishing
mums Alter drill actin ities, it is important to change the pace of the

Proiding the student with the opportunity to do independent
reading and use the skills he has learned is an excellent follow up for
sti h (Inn lessons.

t. Ls.ilikate the student's progress and plot his growth on a chart (see
paLte 551 so that he 'an see that he is overcoming his deficiencies.

Helping Students Read Better in Content Areas
Content area materials are frequently difficult and frustrating for stu-

d,..nts hearse the heayy concept load and specialized vocabulary used
places the material on a readability level above the level on 'Which the
students are functioning in reading class. Discouragement results when
students are unable to read materials on which they are being evaluated.
This discouragement may . indeed, lead to negative attitudes. Th.: follow -
in t are suggested for making content area reading easier and
more retkarding for students:

Determine the readability level of the materials available for use. This
mtormation may he availahle from the publisher: if not, the teacher
may :Ise a readability formula (see page 43 for cautions).

Determine whether students can understand the specific study aids
maps, graphs) in the material prior to its use. This can he done by

asking the students questions which require that they understand the
study aid it a correct response is to he given. If a student has difficulty,
the use v it the study aid should he taught prior to the use of the material.
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Peach students how to study content area materials. One study plan
that has been found effective bKhe authors is SQ3R (20). One note of
caution; coinprehension is limited by the types of questions posed. For
maximum effectiveness. students need to he taught to ask good ques-
tions.

1. On given topics, collect as many materials as possible On different
readabilitylevels. When 1 student is studying a specific topic, provide
him with Materials he can read. This will give him an opportunity to
learn and to contribute to class discussions and 'projects.
When usinga single content area text,, use procedures similar to the
Directed Reading Activ ity found in most Nasals. The following steps
from the DR.\ should he Inchadvd:
at Preparation for reading is essential. During this step the teacher

relates the material to that which the students already know,
develops new concepts, and teaches new vocabulary items in
context.

hi Purposes for reading should he set next. Different purpostS may
he set for different students. For example, students with dwer
skills may read to get some specific information while more
skilled readers may read critically, comparing the.material with
other sources available on the same topic.

ca The discussion which follows the silent reading of the material
should he a discussion, not an oral tptiz. The questions asked
should he related to the purposes set and should he clustered
around giv tfn points, not around isolated facts. A discussion
centered around given points help students think through The
material and leads to greater retention.

Providing Opportunities to Use Reading Creatively
Creatis e reading enables the reader to use that which he has read in some

unique way. Just knowing that he will he able to use what he has read in
sonic interesting was ay may he the thing that nioves.hini toward more
favorable attitudes. Creative reading activities may take many forms.,The
following suggestions may provide the teacher with ideas he can use or
adapt to fit his particular needs:
I. Dramatics. Creative dramatics can take several forms. Students may

write a dialogue depicting action related to some narrative material
read which may he performed "live" for the class. In addition,
students may select conversational portions of a story and read them to
the class. Through this oral interpretation, students may reflect their
understandings of the characters in the story and may enhance the
meaning through special or subtle changes in the intonation patterns
used.,
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2 ( e writin4. Various actv4tes are possible w. ith creatk e writing.
For e ample. one strident write the beginning of an original story,
a se and student may read the beginning and write a summary of a
portion of a hook he has read, and a third student can then read the
sumIllar and write an appropriate ending. The final student may then
wish to read the story to compare his ending with that of the author.
Shariniz book,. Books read may he shared with other students in
interesting and creative ways. For example:
ai Set up an "I Recommend File." On each card write title, author.

and a brief resume of the book's content. The back of each card
might contain an illustration ot an exciting scene.

hi Begin telling an akkenture story and stop at the most exciting
point. Let the class suggest possible endings based on the facts
gken.
Plan a panel discussion among students who have read the same
hook. One student may pretend to he the author and answer
questions posed by other students on the panel.

di Prepare a chalk talk on a book or story. Stick figures may he used
to illustrate a scene or progression of scenes.

34.
_

A

"The Carrot Seed .h Ruth Krauss

ho.:. planted .1.:arrot seed. lie asked his mother. his lather, and
hi, sIster hen the seed v. ould omit: up. they all said it wouldn't

ne up. But the h W. as patient. and he ointinuekl to v,ater the seed.
the seed hr pan to .,21-0 into, i iier. lat.earrot. Moyer and

1,445i
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ci Tell the must eAciting, the funniest, or the saddest event in a
story

tt 1k rite ail imaginary diary of some leading character in a story.

Dear Diarj,
Nobody

listeris to me,
ayever) Somed

they will all
listen to me.

Andrew

From:
.N'obody LiNtem to Andrew
1)). F. Guiltoule
(Follett, I o(,2.)

gi Write an imaginary letter from one character in a story to another
character in the story.

Dear GIantin-i
I will Cowie tovisit you 500h .I will bring nice

things to eat.
hope you are
Feeling better

Love,
Little Red Rl'aihyliood
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h) Write a headlined newspaper report of some event in a story or
hook.

fake a roller-type movie based on a book. If several students
have read the same book, they can draw pictures depicting events
in the story, placing them in sequence. The pictures can be pasted
on a long strip of wrapping paper attached to a roller. One student
can narrate while the picture is shown,
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Make a s )re-carton diorama illustrating some dramatic incident
in a story.

THE GINGERBREAD BOY

k) Make a poster advertising a book read.

G

Book by T. Yashima
k Viking, 1955)
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I) Make a frieze or mural to illustrate a book read.
m) Make a hook jacket to cover a hook read. Decorate it with the title,

name of the author, and an appropriate picture or design,

Book by E. B. White
(Harper, 1952)

n) Make and decorate a wastepaper basket with a pretty picture
illusttating some aspect of a favorite book.
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The Rabbit WO Wanted Red Wings
by Carolyn Bailey
(Platt, 1970)



Make clay models of characters or objects in a.story. Also make a
peed box of a scene from the story.

INSIDE OUTSIDE

I //

figure of Humpt> Dumrty

Charting Progress
Students are frequently motivated and read more when they can see they

are making progress in skill development. This may be done through the
use of Progress charts or graphs. After the student's deficiencies hgve been
diagnosed, goals may be set for eliminating, the deficiencies. The goals
should be realistic and obtainable in order to insure success. The student's
progress toward reaching his goals may be charted or graphed so that he
can see the progress he makes.

The type of chart or graph chosen should be compatible with the
student's age and interest level. Younger children may respond to graphs
which use smiling faces as symbols of progress, while older students may
need only check marks to indicate that satisfactory levels of competency
have been attained for certail skills.

It is better to make individual charts rather than group charts. A stu-
dent's progress should he compared with his initial level of competency
and his own goals and not with the progress or goals of other class
members. It is good to periodically discuss the student's progress with
him, pointing out the areas in which present achievement levels surpass
previous levels.
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Providing .Opportunities to Read
If teachers want students to read, opportunities for reading should he

provided. Two suggestions for pros iding opportunities follow:
1. Provide a specified time in which everyone in the school has an

opportunity to read (including teachers, principal, and custodian).
Interruptions during this reading time should not be permitted unless
and emergency.deve lops . When a student with a poor attitude sees the
importance placed on pros iding time for everyone to read, he may be
motivated to read too. Students should not be forced (but may he
expected) to read. In any event, inattentive students should not he
permitted to interrupt others who are reading.

2. Provide an opportunity periodically for all students to have time to
browse in the library or to sample books in the classroom collection. It
is important that this time be made available to even the slowest
student. Free reading should not he limited as a reward for only those
students who finish their work early.

Organizational Patterns and Practices
Classroom organisational patterns and grouping practices may make

a difference in attitudes toward reading. This difference may be, but not
necessarily, the result of the pattern or practice It is well known that
teacher enthusiasm for a pattern or practice is a vitally important factor in
its success. Concern for the needs and interests of students is also a key to
the success of whatever structure the teacher uses. When a student knows
that the teacher is interested in structuring the learning situation to meet his
needs and.interest, he generally will respond favorably. The suggestions
which follow may he helpful to the teacher in selecting a pattern or practice
that may make the needed difference.
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Buddy Tutoring (Cross-Age)

It was noted in Chapter 2 that cross-age tutoring has been found to lead
to unproved attitudes. In this plan, an older student works with a younger
student. Both students may be having similar problems in readinglow
self-concept, poor skill development, or poor attitude. It is vitally impor-
tant that both students he willing- to work with each other. The tutor often
w (irks hard to learn the skills he is preparing to teach, and feels better about
himself and about reading because he has learned and because he has
helped someone else learn. The younger student may respond better to the
tutor than to the teacher. He often feels freer to ask questions and to make
mistakes ( trom w hich he learns) since the threat of being evaluated by the
teacher appears R) he removed.

In operationalizing the buddy tutoring plan, the teacher should inform
the buddy teacher of the problems, needs, and interests of the younger
student. The buddy teacher should also be given some guidelines for
acceptable classroom behavior, both for himself and for the student being
tittered. By clearly stating anticipated behaviors and outcorr,es, the class-
room teacher will he assisting the buddy teacher in structuring the learning
environment. The classroom teacher should also counsel the tutor on
techniques, methods, and materials that may he used. However, the tutor
may he encouraged to devise his own patterns for presenting the material
since he may have special insight relative to an appropriate way to help the
younger student which has resulted from his having, or having had, a
similar problem).

Short Term Skill Groups
No student should he forced to complete skills lessons (workbook pages

hich follow it basal reader lesson, for example) unless he needs to do so.
Few activities could he less motivating and more boring for the student
than to practicece a skill in which he is already proficient. Rather, he should
work on those skills in which he is deficient. The teacher, therefore, should
diagnose the student's strengths and weaknesses through informal teacher
made tests or with sample exercises from workbooks (21). After diagnosis
is complete, short term skill development- groups may be formed with
students working on skills in which they are deficient.

The teacher may find that students from various basal reading groups-are
deficient in similar skills and can profit from the same skill development
materials. These students, may be assigned to the same short term groups
and temporarily w ork together until the skill deficiency is corrected. This
type of grouping practice will assist with positive attitude development in
two ways. Students are not forced to do that which they can already do nor
that which they are unable to do on their own. The plan also gives members
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of a lower reading group a chance to interact with members of a higher
group. This may improve the self-concept of those from the lower group
and. in general. w ill not he harmful to the members from a higher reading
croup since they know that they are functioning at a higher ley el. The
perceived effect of such groupings on individual students should he con-
sidered before forming the groups. It the positive self-concept ofa student
from a higher group is likely to he lowered, then he should not he a part of
the group.

Interest Groups
Interest groups. based on student choices, are appropriate for both

special interest areas (such as hobbies) and for content area reading. The
tact that the student may make choices in some of his reading activities
may hae,a positi7 effect on his attitudes. Membership in these groups
should he voluntary.

In special interest groups, students may share information gained from
reading about an area of common interest. It is helpful to have many
materials a ailable in each interest area in order that reading material may
he selected on an appropriate reading level. The teacher's guidance is
trequently helpful in such groups. He may give assistance, for example, to
the entire group with special vocabulary items and with special study aids
such as maps and graphs. He may also he helpful in guiding the discussion
follow ing the reading session.

Interest groups arc frequently appropriate in the content areas. The
student may in social studies. for example) choose a topic of interest
within a given unit and utihre materials on his reading level to gain
information which he w ill later share with the entire class or group. The
tact that the material selected is at the student's reading level and he has a
choice among reading topics may lead to an improved attitude toward
reading.

Book Club Discussion Groups
Book club discussion groups are often helpful in promoting reading

interests and positive attitudes. Participation should he voluntary. Books
may he secured from libraries or from inexpensive commercial hook clubs.
One comprehensive commercial hook club is Scholastic Book Services,
904 Sylvan Avenue. Englew Ood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632, which has the
follow ing .hook clubs available: See-Saw (grades K-1 ), Lucky (grades
2-3), Arrow (grades 4.6), Teenage (grades 7-9), and Campus (grades
9-12).

Discussion groups give students an opportunity to share books in in-
teresting vay s. Students may share viewpoints on the hooks read and
discuss how the hooks have affected their feelings and ideas. From such
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discuss (ins, a student may gain insight into ways that reading has affected
otherrtudents, which may broaden his own feelings about the value and
joy/hat can come from reading.

/Suggestions for Grouping Practices Based on
/ Student Achievement

Reading groups based on student achievement should he flexible, Too
often, groups that are formed at the beginning of the school year remain
intact even though the initial placement may not he the best for some
students. It was noted in Chapter .2 that ability grouping may reinforce
negative attitudes and the authors believe this may he especially true lithe
student is misplaced in a group. In some instances, initial placement may
he based on incorrect information (22). It is also possible that students may
progress at different rates during the year, resulting in a spread of achieve-
ment within the group. In either situation, the groupings should he
changed.

Student progress needs to be assessed regularly (.23) and . a change
should he made in group member,ship when the best interests of the student
are 61 ed. It is relatively easy to move a student to a higher reading
group. The effect on the self-concept of a movement downward should be
considered before such a change is made. In many instances, it may he
better to vary expectations within groups by forming subgroups for skills
activities or, perhaps, splitting the group and forming new groups.

Working with Parents
I'he results of Ranshury's investigation (8) showed that the fifth and

sixth graders studied felt that their parents had greatly influenced their
reading attitudes. Hansen's study (2) of fourth graders indicated that the
invok ethent of parents with the reading activities of their children corre-
lated highly with positive attitudes (see page 7). Since parents and the
home environment seem to have important impacts on attitudes; it may be
necessary for the school to work closely with parents in order to foster
positive attitudes. How can the teacher work with parents to effect a more
positk e attitude on the part of his students (24 )? The following suggestions
hale been found effective in some situations:
1. Filicit ((Am/mice from cooperative parents.

Often parents are willing to work with their child'but indicate that
they do not know how to do so. Such parents should never be led to
feel that they do not have enough education or understanding to help
their child learn to read. Parents can learn how to reinforce their
ehilirsschodlyrogram through parent conferences, letters to parents.
or P1 A meetings. Specific, step-by-step instructions should be pro-
vided for parent's to follow.
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Encourage parents to visit the s'chool voluntarily to discuss the
progress their child is making. The fact that parents have voluntarily
shown an interest often motivates the child to make stronger efforts.

Caution is suggested in selecting parents who are capable of helping
ith reading problems. Some parents may produce negative effects

w hen they assist. Obviously-, the most effective parents come from
homes in which positive relationships exist between parents and
child

2. Help parents improve the home reading environment.
Encourage leisure time reading in the home. Suggest that parents

provide opportunities for their children to read by taking them to the
library often and by purchasing inexpensive paperback books
whenever possible. Pros ide parents with suggestions about where and
h to obtain good, but inexpensive, hooks. Point out the importance
of providing a time and a place for reading in the home. Stress the
importance of setting an example by becoming a reading parent.,

Suggest that parents can broaden a child's conceptual development
through reading to him and through giving him opportunities to use
language. Suggest effective ways to read orally and provide sugges-
tions for appropriate hooks. Indicate to parents that the introduction of
new experiences (trips and club, memberships, for example) are also
important in conceptual development.

Encourage parents to use everyday occurrences as motivational aids
for getting children to read. For example, a trip to the supermarket or
some similar activity may provide the parents with an opportunity to
suggest 'topics for recreational reading.

3. Apprise parents of the possible cliect.s. of their attitudes and behaviors.
. The quality of the home environment is of vital importance. Talk to

parents about the importance of accepting the child and providing for
his psychological needs (love, security., belonging, and recognition).
Help parents understand the possible harm in show ing anger or disap-
pointment when their child does not progress according to expecta-
tions. Help them see that children are keenly aware of their parents'
nonverbal cues--tone of voice, facial expressions, and body
movements--and that these cues often express attitudes.

Suggest that the home environment provide a positive, reinforcing
experience. As Preston (5) ,tates, "belittling comparisons, derogat-
ory terms, mproach, ridicule. deprivation of privileges, and physical
punishment" w ill often only prolong the agony of the child who is
having problems with reading. Foster the concept that children are
people w ho deserve consideration and respect.
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4. Wio .A. with parents of preschool children.
'Help parents of preschool children understand that all children donot learn to read inunediately

upon entering school. Explain reason-able expectations to the parents and encourage them not to place undue
pressure on beginning readers. Children can suffer long range andspiraling negative effects from excessive pressures or failures.

Suggest that parents read Norma Roger's miermnonograph (25 )Hit. Ctia I Help .t.lv Child Get Ready to Read'' This pamphlet will aidparents in helping their children w ith readiness experiences.
Sueize.st pr(?tesAionai literature tOr parents to read.

Nancy Larrick's parent's Guide to Children's Reading, FourthNinon i BantaM Books). may he helpful. This hook discusses theprereading period, explains modern reading instruction and the parents' role in the program. and recommends specific hooks for parentsto purchase and;or read to their children. Your Child's Reading andWhat You ('an no ..lhota It by Harold Newman (Prestige Educational,Forrest Hills, Ness York) provides parents with information on someof the problems, issue's, and Methods involved in teaching reading.two International Reading Association mieromonographs may behelpful: Rosemary Winebrenner's How Can I Get My Teenager toy,,," for the parents of reluctant teenage readers. and Julie M. T.('ban's Why Read hood to Children? which explains reading as aLundy achyity

Summary
t his chapter has presented some suggestions to teachers for developing

and.maintanung posimc attitudes toward reading. Attention was given tothe importance of the student's self-concept, to teacher behaviors andattitudes, to instructional practices and organisational patterns, and toways teachers may work with parents in impr wing attitudes.
There are no approaches, strategics, or o-ganizational patterns that workin all situation,. Attitudes tend to he highly specific to given students andreading ens ironments. The suggestions presented have been found to workto sortie situation, for sonic students. The tasks of the teacher are to selectthe ideas which he belies es ss ill work best for him, to try out the ideas, andthen to inodit, his pr rerun or approach on the basis of his findings..
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY

There is little disagreement relative to the importance of attitudes in
facilitating reading growth, yet this aspect of the reading process has not
always received the attention it deserves. This monograph has been written
to help teachers focus on this vital component of the reading environment.
There w ere three purposes:

1. To identify variables that correlate with attitude formation and
maintenance;

2. to provide suggestions for assessing attitudes more consciously and
objectively; and

3. to suggest teacher and parent behaviors, instructional strategies, and
organizational patterns which may lead some learners to more positive
attitudes toward reading.

Relatively little research deals with the yariablus-associated
titudes toward reading. A literature search revealed nine variables that
have been studied to some degree achievement, self-concept, parents and
the home environment, the teacher and classroom atmosphere, instruc-
tional practices and special programs, sex, test intelligence,
socioeconomic status, and studAt interests.

It is difficult to make valid generalizations from the available data since
the number of studies is limited and the findings are, at times, contradic-
tory. High achievement is sometimes, but not always, found present with
favorable attitudes. In addition, it appears that certain instructional
practices and special programs can, but do not necessarily, lead to more
positive attitudes. It also appears that self-concept, parent -and teacher
attitudes and behaviors, and student interests may play important roles
in attitude formation for some students. The beliefs that girls will have
more favorable attitudes toward reading than boys, that more intelligent
students hal, c more positive attitudes, and that students from lower socio-
economic levels have more: negative attitudes toward reading are not
necessarily valid.

Many good teachers may assess attitudes somewhat intuitively and, at
times, almost unconsciously. Y6t, for some teachers and in some situa-
tions (such as special program evaluations), a more conscious and objec-
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five assessment may be needed. Teachers ishing to make somewhat
otlect e assessments quickly will find helpful interviewing and paper and
pencil techniques. such as Liuestionnaires and incomplete sentences. For
the teacher who has more time, systematic observation over time is proba-
bly a more accurate tool to use. The more complex techniquespairing,
summated rating scales, and the semantic differentialmay he more
appropriate for the researcher.

Since attitudes tend to be highly specific to given individuals, it is
dittioilt to suggest specific programs and instructional strategies which

w ill work. The teacher needs to try out ideas and use those that are most
productive for given individuals or groups. Teaching strategies need not be
spectacular or sensational. Often, the matching of tried-and-true strategies

ith the interests and needs of given students is all that is necessary.
The checklist that follows is designed to serve as a guide to the teacher as

he seeks to help the learner have a positive feeling toward reading. The
checklist devotes special attention to factors that may affect positive
at ti iudellev elopment and maintenance, to accuracy in attitude assessment,
and to aspects of the. reading environment that may affect attitudes.
Although th e checklist is nut all inclusive it can he viewed a beginning
point for teachers who are consciously seeking to develop and maintain
positive attitudes toward reading.

r *3)
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CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS

1. Have I considered relevant factors that may affect
positive attitude development and maintenance*?

a) Do the achievement levels and self-concepts
of my students affect reading positively or
negat iv ely'?

h) Are there negative attitudes toward my students
present on the part of parents-and other important
individuals?

c) Is it apparent to my students that I like reading?

d) Do I expect my students to have certain atti-
tudes toward reading?

e) Am I biased in my beliefs about the effects of sex,
intelligence, and socioeconomic status on

attitudes?

2. Have: I accurately assessed the attitudes of my
students'?

a) Have I chosen the assessment technique that Will
yield the most information in my situation?

11) Have _I sampled behaviors that are appropriate
indicators of attitudes toward reading?

ei Have I attempted to insure that my students have
responded honestly to my assessment techniques?

di Have I gathered information over time in order that
consistent patterns may he noted'?

e) Have I kept appropriate records in order that all
relevant information may he considered?

3. Have I considered aspectqof the reading environ-
ment that may affect attitude development and
maintenance!

a) Is my classroom atmosphere conducive to posi-
tive attitudes'?

hi Do I help my students develop and maintain posi-
tive self-concepts?
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Do I consider the interests and reading, achieve-
ment lev els of my students when I select materials?

di Do I help students see a need for reading?

ei Do I give students purposes for reading that are
relevant for them?

D Do I reinforce successful reading behaviors?

g.) Do 1.read my selfand read to children?

In I)o I make hooks available and provide time for
my students to read?

it I)o I teach those skills that enable my students
to read material that is important tOthem?

I) Do I let my qudents make choices from among
appropriate materials?

k) Doi help my students learn those skills that help
them in reading in the content areas?

I) Do I encourage my students to use the information
gained from reading in creative ways?

in) I)o I utilize instructional programs and strategies
about which I am enthusiastic iind in which my
students are interested?

Ili Are my grouping practices conducive to positive
attitude development and maintenance?

l» I)o I work Mr ith parents in order that they inay. assist
with positive attitude development and mainte-
nance in their children?
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Appendix A

ATTITUDE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

The following annotated listing of attitude assessment instruments
i;zrouped by ty pes) may he helpful to the teacher v ho wishes to construct

instrument for his t",wn use In some instances, the complete scale is al. ail-
-ANa for study and or use: in other instances, a description helpful in
.k:onstructins a similar instrument is given. The following information is
supplied When al. ailable: content, special uses, number of items, response
ty pes. scoring procedures, appropriate grade levels, and Validity and
reliahility information. The reference source in which the instrument is
located or described 'is also included.

1NTF.R VIEW TECHNIQUE

.S.tudent interviewAnne Las well
(Structured interview technique described; appropriate for primary
grades; 5 questions are used: useful as a guide in, structuring an attitude
inter . ieW situation - )

Located in Anne Lass ell, "Reading Group Placement: Its Intl fence on
Enjoy ment of Reading and Perception of Self as a Reader," .'ebruary
1()67. Erik:, I'D 01 1 816.

QUESTIONNAIRES

itling Attitude Inventory--Elmira, New York, City Schools
(Based on a specific basal program; 25 items; 17 yes/no responses, I

self-other response, and 7 completion responses; designed for inter-
mediate grades, group administration.)

Located in "Elementary Reading Inventory: Elmira City School` Dis-
trict," September l-)69. Eric, ED 038 248,

County Inventory of Reading Attitude.San Diego County
Board of Education
1.1easures attitudes toward reading in general; designed for grades one
to sit; 25 items; yes/no responses; easy to administer: time required, 20
minutes;validity determined through item analysis; split-half reliability
of .79; acceptable for group comparisons, pre and post.)

,ulahlc from Department of Education, San Diego County, San
Diego. California.
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SO. Report Readies; .S'ca/e Martin H. 'Jason and Beatrice Duhnow
Samples student perceptions of their 'rtiding abilities; designed for

intermediate grades; group administration; 20 items: ye' ,ino responses;
split-half reliahrlity reported Art :88.)

Described in Walter H. MacGinitie (F.L1.), AsAes.yment Problems in
Readini;. Newark. Delaware: International Reading Association, 1973,
96-100.

.ittitude and Interest .S'urser Thomas C. Potter and Gwenneth Rae
I Nlasked as an interest surey for intermediate grades., three parts, may
he g.i en separately; response type variesyes/no, completion, and
descripti e adjectives.)

Located in Thomas C. Potter and (;m, enneth Rae. InlOrmal Reading
I)1a!;nosis :.l Practical Guide For The Classroom Teacher. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973, 149-156.

INCOMPLETE SENTENCE INSTRUMENTS

hicomptete Sentence Te.stThomas Boning and Richard Boning
Useful w ith a w ide range of ages: individual or group administration;

42 items.)

Located in Thomas Boning and Richard Boning, "I'd Rather Read
Than . . Reading Teacher. April 1957, 196;199.

Galhan Incomplete Sentences -J. David Cooper, e, al.
Samples a variety of reading and nonreading activities: appropriate for

all elementary -grades., 49 items.)

Located in J. Da' id Cooper, et al., Derision 'Makingfor the Diagno.siie
I cachet-. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972, 14-16.

PAIRING TECHNIQUE INSTRUMENTS

Rcaduie .-luitude SurveyDavid Gurney
(39 forced choice comparisons of reading and other activities in which
intermediate grade children frequently engage; author reports validity
data.)

Described in David Gurney, "The Effect of an Individual Reading
Program on Reading Level and Attitude toward Reading,- Reading
Leacher. lanuar 1966. 277-279,

Adapted .Ictivity Prtiference Test- -Helen D. Schotanus
(Samples spare time preferences of second graders., uses pictures of six
leisure time activities and reading; multiple comparisons; each activity
is paired once with each of the other activities.)
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Located in Helen D, Schotanus. The Relationship between Difficulty
of Reading Material and Attitude toward Reading. July 1967. Eric.

D016 596,

Pro tary Pupil Reading .Ittitude InventoryEunice Nicholson Askov
(Measures attitudes tom, aid recreational reading: consists of 3 "read-
ing" pictures and 9 "nonreading pictures: separate forms for hogs and
girls: 27 comparisons possible. each reading picture with 9 nonreading
pictures: does not require reading or writing: author reports high valid-
ity. test-retest reliability reported at .906.)

vadahle from Kendall:Hunt. 1973. $2.95,

Adaptation of Askov 's Printan' Pupil Reading Attitude Inentory
Po.e Lamb
(Minor adaptation of the .Askov instrumentpictures portray black
children.)

Described in Pose Lamb. "The Language Experience Approach to
Teaching Beginning Reading to Culturally Disadvantaged Pupils.
January 1971. Eric. Li) .059 314.

Re lcn Imiirde !mentor\ Harry W. Sartain
sections: recreational reading. work -type reading. learning to

read. mid socLfl value': 37 items: forced choice sentence pairs. norms
to tour.)

Located in 11 .1. lemtherger. "Sartain Reading AttitudesInventory ."
\pril 1970. 1ric. t D 045 201.

St .NINIATED RATING (LIKERT TYPE) SCALES
1 /4. Re udirit; .IttitudeN Ba.n'd on Behavior--C. Glennon Rowell

(Samples behaviors in basal reading. groups. reading for pleasure. and
reading in content areas: 16 items: useful in any elementary grade: good
tor children vv, ho have severe probleMs since no reading is required:
hchav iors are recorded over a period of..2 to 4 weeks: responses are
recorded on a 5 point scale from "always occurs" to "never occurs":
product mormint reliability of .55 reported: validity coefficient of .70
reported.

Reported in C\.\ (Miion Rovvell. "An Attitude Scale for Reading."
Readmr.; Feachivr. February 1072. 442-447.

Rrthholz .-lttitule Index A nnelee Powell
\leasures attitudes toward reading for pleasure: 20 items: behaviorally

stated: reliability reported at .76: validity data reported.)
Descrihed in Eleanor Ladd. The Clip Sheet," Reading Teacher. 25
March 1972).
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Readmr Attitude Seale----Thomas H. Estes
Sewall \ e to a 1 ilriet1 of attitude t) pes; 21) items; responses on a 5 point

scale from "strong,l) agree" to "strongly disagree"; designed for
grades three through twelve; \ alidity checked through item analysis;
split-half reliability reported as substantial; useful in pre and post
comparisons.)

Located in Thomas H. Estes, "A Scale to Measure Attitudes toward
Rcadmg." Journal of Reading. Nos ember 1971, 135-138. Also avail-
able from Virginia Research Associates, 13o\ 5501, charlottes\ dle,
Vit;iina 22902.

Francis I3ennie
(Measures attitudes toss ard a specific program: designed for seconuary
students, It) items; helpful to teachers in designing a scale to assess
attitudes toward a speedo.: program.)

Located in Francis Rennie, "Pupil Attitudes toward Individually Pre-
. scribed Lib Programs," Journal of Reading. No\ ember 1973. 108-

112

tIc-in\ /um ..Ittitde livment-----Larr D. Kennedy and Ronald S.
Ilaiinski
Designed tor secondary school students: 70 items; internal consistency

reliabilit) or .04; s al idit) data reported: useful for all secondary school
grades.

Located in Larry I) Kenned: and Ronald S. Halinski. "Measuring
Attitudes' An Extra Dimension," Journal of Reading, April 1975;

SENIAN'I IC D1FFERENTLAL

1)77cicrtn Judith Greenberg, et al.
\h,ditieatnli at (),...nod's Semantic difterential technique; 3 point

,t1L, ' 1!}1 -21;till'An1C pair: and 2 pot.,..ic>
intermediate deprived L.hildion: does not require

re,11.1P1:: Is One of 73 concept: sampled: sscll-
tnwledc:l.r,ttn0nale. de,,ctiption helpful tor teachers wishing to con-

.ied lnditn t itcenherg. et al.. '.Attitudes Children tram a
to \\ ant chic \ ement-Rehited Concept:,

At )ctober 1065, 57-61.

t 0



Appendix B

STUDIES OF STUDENT INTERESTS

Consideration ot student interests is important in positive attitude devel-
opment ,ind maintenance. l'he studies listed will provide the teacher kt ith
background information relative to student interests. Many of the studies
focus specifically on interest patterns of high and low achievers. The range
is from preschool to the college adult level.

\shley. L. F. "Children', Reading Interests and Individuali/ed Read-
ing." Ele'nu Enigi.sh. 47 (December (970), 1088-1096 (study of
stuuents in grades tour through seven).

Beta Upsilon Chapter. Pi Lambda Theta. "Children's Reading Interests
Classified by Age l,ev Reading Teacher, 27 i April 1974). 694-700
study of children agessev en through twelve).

Byers, Loretta. "Pupil Interests and the Content of Primary Reading
\ Reaihniz Teacher. 17 tJanuary 1964). 227-233 (study- of inter-

ests in grasles one and two).

(*arisen, ( . Robert, B,),(1,. and the Teenage Reader. New York: Bantam
Books. 1972 leo\ ers grades e through college level).

icestin. Dorine I1.. and Richard C. Wilson. "Infects of Reading Age on
Reailing Interests.- Eh-n-wary Ltrigivii. 49 (May 75) -756

studies eight- and tel

.1,wctt. Arm?. "What Does Research 'I' ell About the Reading Interests of
Junior High/School improring Reading in the Junior 11101

Bulletin No. 1(1, Washington. D.C.: U.S. Department of
Health. Lineation and Welfare. 1957, 26-33 (focuses onMnior high

hooi butts and girk).

J-(lins, fern, L. "What Do lancrcity Children Prefer to Read?" Reading
1, a, (ter. (Fehruar 1973). 462-467 I study of intermediate'grades in
Inn:F.:it\ environments).

Roberta. "Reading Interests of Black and Puerto Rican, Inner-
ity School Students,- Graduate Research, in Education and

Relatt'd Div ipline.s. Spring-Summer 1973. -23-43 (study of eleventh
and twelfth graders in academic and college bound tracts).

Meisel, Stephen. and (*Jerald G. (flits,. "Voluntary Reading Interests and
the Interest Content of Basal Readers.- Reading Teacher. 23 (April
-197oi. 655-659 study of filth graders' interests).



Nor. ell, ,George. the Reading Interest. 01 Young People. Ann Arbor:
\lit:lug:in State University Press, 1973 study, of primary, intermediate,
and upper grade girk and boys).

Pur es . :Alan C. and Richard Beach. Literature and the Reader: Research
to Reypon.se to Literature, Readini; Intere.sts, and the Teaching' of
Literature. Urbana, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of English,
1972 (Chapter 2 presents information on elementary through college;
adult le els ).

Ramsey, Wallace. "A Study of Salient Characteristics of Pupils of High
and Lou, Ability Journal of Developmental Readiniz, 5 (September
q(2), -44 I ,ures good aad poor readers in grades four, five, and

Rohlrison, Helen NI., and Samuel Weintraub. "R(seareh Related to Chil-
dren's Interests and to Deelopmental Values at Reading," Library
Trend.,. 22 (),..toher 1073), s ION (reiews interests of children.pre-,

through .secondary le els).

Rogers, Helen, and H. Alan Robinson. "Reading Interests of First ( 'Trad-
ers. /../cmcntar fiti;1i/7, 41) ( Nokember 103), 7)1') (study of tirst
;rade boys and girls).

Rose. Cynthia. and others. "Content Counts: Children Flaw Preferent:es
in Reading 'Fe tbook Stories," b.. /en/'n/m..1; Firgh.sh. 4') (January 1972).

(study of first grades from middle-class suburban schools).

Stanchtield. Jo \I 'Ho -2- Reading Interests as Re ealed through Personal
C. t orence,i. Readin4 Teacher. lb (September 1962 I, 41-44 ( tocuses
on mrddle and upper grade boys who are high and lov

\\atty. Paid A., and others, ..18tud of the !were H orChildren and Youth.
\\..vOur,Iton.D.0 Ottit:o of Edu,:at 19(,1) icoNers e(ementar
school and young people).


